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Project Planning and Recommendations
Bioengineering and riparian restoration are effective methods for
improving fish habitat and the ecological health of Stoney Creek that are
within the scope and expertise of the Stoney Creek Environment
Committee to plan and implement. There are both short- and long-term
issues that the Stoney Creek Environment Committee will need to address
before implementing any bioengineering projects. Key issues to discuss
include:

• The responsibility of different organizations for addressing the effects
of urban development on Stoney Creek;

• The level of expertise, funding and commitment of the SCEC for
implementing relatively complex and sometimes costly bioengineering
projects;

• The choice of specific bioengineering projects given the priorities of
the SCEC, site ownership and the ecological values of different areas
of Stoney Creek; and

• The long-term monitoring and maintenance ofbioengineering projects.

The final sectionof the riparian corridorassessment makes recommendations
on restoration including the following:
• Initiateconiferunderplanting using redcedar and western hemlock where

deciduous forest is dominant. Focus on Reaches 1,2 and 4 in short-term.
• Use conventional riparian planting strategies to reforest riparian areasthat

are unvegetated;
• Close, plant and restructure informaltrails, erect fences, and upgrade

primarytrails where recreation impactsare high;
• Develop a strategyfor managinginvasive species where they conflictwith

native riparianvegetation.
• Work with B.C.Hydro,GVRD and gas utilities to ensure growth of small

trees within 5 m of StoneyCreek within the utility corridors.

Channel and Streambank Assessment
The channel and streambank assessment consisted of field
reconnaissance of Stoney Creek and tributaries in order to review
erosion sites which were previously identified in the integrated
stormwater management strategy, and to identify additional sites. The
assessment found that streambank erosion is common throughout the
Stoney Creek watershed, although severity and cause of erosion varies
widely throughout the system. Reach 6 of Stoney Creek and Tributaries
3 and 4 have the most severe erosion problems in terms of channel
incision and bank instability. Typical signs of incision including
suspension of large logs above the channel bed, vertical banks and
streambed substrates dominated by fine sediment were observed. More
localized incision has occurred in the lower reach of Tributary 2 (Site
T2a) and at storm drainage discharge points (Sites 3a and 3c).

watershed, and substantially higher than the average riparian forest
cover for the Lower Mainland of 62.6%.

Riparian Corridor Assessment
The objective of the riparian assessment was to characterize vegetation
and land use conditions within the Stoney Creek riparian corridor, and to
identify and prioritize sites for riparian restoration and management.
Two assessment methods were used to evaluate the status of vegetation
and land use within the riparian corridor: i) air photo interpretation; and,
ii) field assessment. Riparian areas were separated into five land cover
types: i) deciduous forest; ii) mixed forest; iii) shrub dominated areas;
iv) landscaped areas; and, v)developed urban areas.

Bioengineering
Bioengineering is defined as an engineered construction method that
uses plant materials such as live or dead cuttings, brush layers or
bundled cuttings (wattles) to protect the banks of watercourses and
hillslopes against erosion. Biotechnical bank stabilization differs
slightly from bioengineering and uses a 'mixed construction' approach
that combines both vegetative and structural materials. This report
recommends both techniques as prescriptions and, for the purposes of
the report, we will describe them both as bioengineering.

Watershed Health and Future Change
Stoney Creek is a relatively healthy stream that has remained remarkably
resilient to the effects of urban development. However, it is also
beginning to see the "wear and tear" on stream banks and channel
structure that typically accompanies urbanization. Portions of Tributaries
3 and 4 have incised and increased sediment transport downstream. Bank
instability in Reach 4 appears to be partially natural erosion exacerbated
by sediment deposition. Whether these changes reflect a systemic shift
caused by a threshold of urban development in the watershed or a natural
pattern of stream processes is unknown. However, we believe that
additional urbanization in the watershed without incorporating the
objectives and impervious area targets of the Integrated Stormwater
Management Strategy (ISMS) will substantially increase the risk that
channel and bank instability will worsen, with corresponding degradation
of channel structure and fish habitat.

The results indicate less encroachment into the riparian area from
residential development, roads and other urban land uses than is typical
in Lower Mainland watersheds, and a higher percentage of riparian
forest cover (67.4%). For comparison, the GVRD study found Stoney
Creek had the highest percentage of riparian forest in the Brunette River

Stoney Creek originates on the southern slopes of Burnaby Mountain and
flows into the Brunette River upstream of Highway 1. The watershed is
approximately 7.3 km2 in area with 11.2 km of open and culverted stream
channel. Stoney Creek supports populations of coho salmon, chum
salmon, resident and anadromous cutthroattrout and steelhead, as well as
non-salmonids including three-spine stickleback, western brook lamprey
and sculpin species.

PACIFIC SALMON
FOUNDATION

1.....1Fisheries and Oceans
.."... Canadae

_BRITISH
C:OWMBIA

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project was initiated by the Stoney Creek Environment Committee
(SCEC) because of concern that stream channel changes associated with
urbanization are causing incremental habitat degradation in Stoney
Creek. Channel incisement, sediment from bank erosion, loss of riparian
vegetation and reduction of instream complexity have been identified as
problems that may be addressed using bioengineering techniques.

This report presents the results of an assessment study that identified and
prioritized sites for bioengineering and riparian restoration in the Stoney
Creek watershed in Burnaby, B.C. Twenty nine sites of either natural or
urbanization-related bank instability were identified through field
assessment and a review ofprevious stream inventories. Preliminary
bioengineering prescriptions are presented for fifteen sites and
conceptual site plans are developed for ten others. Recommendations on
riparian restoration and management are made based on an overview
assessment of current land cover, vegetation communities and
recreational use of the stream corridor. The final section of the report
provides direction on implementing bioengineering projects, and
developing a monitoring program to assess future physical and
biological changes to Stoney Creek. Potential fish habitat enhancement
projects are also listed.

We thankthe Stoney Creek Environment Committee for their advice and
enthusiasm for this project. In particular, Jennifer Atchison, Tom
Stewart, Skip King, Andrew Appleton, Al Russell, Les Leighton and
Bruce Leighton provided direction and personal insights on Stoney
Creek, and managed administrative aspects of the project.
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Next Steps
We recommend that the SCEC adopt the short-term goal of refming,
funding and implementing one or two bioengineering projects in Stoney
Creek Park in 2000/2001. The primary objectives of the initial projects
will be to demonstrate bioengineering techniques to organizations in the
Stoney Creek watershed, and to train members of the SCEC on the
organization and implementation aspects ofbioengineering projects. Over
the next six months there will be five key steps for the SCEC to take:

Recommendations
Based on this assessment, we recommend that rehabilitation and
restoration planning focus on the following issues (not in order of
priority).

Bioengineering Recommendations
• The SCEC should implement one or two bioengineering projects in

an accessible, high profile in Stoney Creek Park to demonstrate the
effectiveness ofbioengineering techniques. These projects can serve
as templates for future projects and can be used to demonstrate the
abilities ofthe SCEC to funding agencies. Sites 4c and 4d are
recommended because of good access, public ownership, low bank
height and potential for fish habitat enhancement.

• The SCEC should work with the City of Burnaby, GVRD, B.c.
Hydro, SFU and private landowners to refine, fund and implement
additional bioengineering projects.

• Geotechnical assessment of Sites T4a, 4a, 7a, T3a and T3b should be
undertaken by a qualified geotechnical professional.

• Source areas for willow cuttings should be identified on the B.c.
Hydro right-of-way adjacent to Reaches 3 and 4. In addition, a
nursery area should be established to propagate, grow or store plant
materials for bioengineering and riparian restoration projects.

• Bioengineering demonstration projects should be intensively
monitored to ensure effectiveness and the results widely
disseminated to educate local residents, municipal staff and other
stewardship groups on the effectiveness ofbioengineering.

Riparian Restoration
• The SCEC should focus on riparian restoration and management

actions that improve the overall health of the riparian corridor,
including fish, wildlife and plant communities. Demonstration
projects should be implemented initially to educate volunteers and
partners of the SCEC in riparian restoration methods.

• Establishment of trees and shrubs inunvegetated areas, conifer
underplanting and reducing impacts associated with recreation trails
should be primary focus on riparian restoration activities. Invasive
species management and improving the structural complexity of the
riparian corridor are considered secondary objectives.

• The SCEC should work with B.C. Hydro, GVRD and other utilities
to improve streamside tree cover along shrub-dominated utility
right-of-ways. This may include planting of small trees such as vine
maple, cascara, Scouler's willow, Sitka willow, and bitter cherry
within 5 m of the channel margin, or modifying maintenance
activities to increase tree cover. B.C. Hydro should also evaluate the
potential for placing LWD in Reaches 3 and 4.

Fish Habitat Enhancement and Restoration Recommendations
• Fish habitat features should be incorporated into bioengineering

projects. In particular, the use of large western redcedar rootwads as
a component of toe protection should be used. Bioengineering
projects should be combined with the development of adjacent off
channel ponds or instream complexing because of cost savings and
reduced site disturbance.

• The creation of off-channel ponds, wetlands and sidechannels should
be the focus oflarge-scale fish habitat enhancement in the Stoney
Creek watershed. Off-channel habitat is effective for increasing
coho production, without affecting stream flows or flood risk like
some types of instream work. Potential sites for off-channel habitat
creation are found along the Reaches 2, 4 and 6.

• Reach 6 and the downstream end of Tributary 3 are unstable
channels with poor fish habitat (e.g., lack ofpools, channel

instability, etc.). Fish habitat features should be incorporated into
the design of a stable channel in these areas. This may include pool
riffle sequences, large logs, boulders, spawning gravels, alcove
ponds, overhanging bank structures and floodplain benches.

• Where appropriate, Newbury or vortex weirs and/or stable logs
should be added to Stoney Creek to increase structural complexity.
Log placement, sizing and anchouring must be done by experienced
professionals to lessen risk of dislodgment or channel erosion.

• The lower Reach of Tributary 1 has the highest restoration potential
in the productive lower watershed. If the rail line is removed or
decommissioned, we recommend Tributary 1 be comprehensively
restored including channel restructuring/restoration, planting of a
forested riparian corridor and other fish habitat features.

• The SCEC should develop a database and map of recommended
habitat enhancement and restoration projects. This could serve as a
resource for future work by the SCEC, as well as would allow the
SCEC to direct consultants, developers and other parties to
appropriate compensation opportunities.

General Recommendations

• The SCEC should develop a monitoring program to assess long-term
changes to the stream channel and biological integrity of Stoney
Creek. This should include establishment of stream channel cross
section reference sites, permanent photo-documentation points and
continued macroinvertebrate sampling as the core monitoring methods,
and fish sampling as a secondary method.

• The SCEC should continue to work with City ofBurnaby, City of
Coquitlam, City ofPort Moody, GVRD, Simon Fraser University and
other organizations to implement the recommendations ofthe
Integrated Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney Creek
Watershed. In particular, the proposed development of Burnaby
Mountain should be designed to prevent peak flow increases in
Tributary 3 and Stoney Creek.

• When demonstration bioengineering projects have been completed, the
SCEC should promote the use ofbioengineering in the Lower
Mainland by informing other stewardship groups of successful
bioengineering projects in the Stoney Creek watershed.

• The SCEC should develop a bioengineering workbook to educate
volunteers, consultants and governments about bioengineering
techniques. Similarly, the SCEC should organize a workshop to train
volunteers on bioengineering methods such as livestaking and willow
wattles.
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1.1 Study Area Description

The ISMSSW divided the Stoney Creek mainstem into eight reaches
based on road crossings and named four tributary streams (Tributaries 1
through 4). Tributary 1 on the western side of the watershed is the largest
and most heavily urbanized of the tributaries. Fish habitat value is limited
but restoration potential is high. Tributary 2 is located in the centre of the

manager and oversaw the riparian and stream assessment process. Dave
Murray and Chris Johnston of Kerr Wood Leidal Associates Ltd. (KWL)
were responsible for technical tasks related to assigning severity
rankings and developing bioengineering prescriptions. Chris Johnston
was one of the primary authors of the ISMSSW and provided a link
between the methods and findings of that report and this study.

1Relief ratio 1S rehefldrainageareaO.5and providesa measure of watershed slope.

Table 1. Key physical attributes of the Stoney Creek watershed.

Surficial materials in the Stoney Creek watershed are predominantly
compacted glacial till. Till varies from clay with limited amounts of
gravel, sand and cobble to coarser mixtures with a high percentage of rock
materials. Erosivity also varies considerably; a high clay content can
provide cohesion against waterborne erosion while sand and silt fractions,
particularly stratified layers, can result in rapid bank erosion or gullying.
Surficial geology mapping indicates the upper portion of the watershed on
Burnaby Mountain contains an area ofsandstone bedrock and a smaller
area of sand and gravel. Sandstone is a relatively rare surficial·material in
the Fraser Lowland and is also exposed along Reach 3 of Stoney Creek.
Stream bed materials are primarily gravel and cobble with increasing
coarseness with gradient and elevation.

watershed and supports rearing and spawning in its lower reach.
Tributary 3 consists of three small streams that flow from the forested
hillside of Burnaby Mountain. The western-most stream also receives
storm drainage from a large diversion pipe originating at Simon Fraser
University. Tributary 4 is a located on the northeastern side of the
watershed and drains a catchment dominated by residential housing.

Stoney Creek supports populations of coho salmon, chum salmon,
resident and anadromous cutthroat trout and steelhead, as well as non
salmonids including three-spine stickleback, western brook lamprey and
sculpin species. Both steelhead and anadromous cutthroat trout are
uncommon in small streams in the Lower Mainland. Coho salmon and
cutthroat trout are the dominant fish species, both in terms ofnumber of
individuals and biomass. Coho are able to ascend to North Road on the
Stoney Creek mainstern, Beaverbrook Avenue on Tributary 2 and
Gaglardi Way on Tributary 3, however, most of the spawning and rearing
occurs below Lougheed Highway. Cutthroat trout occur throughout the
system including the upper reaches of the mainstem and in Tributary 3
downstream of the TransMountain Pipeline. 1999 was the first time chum
salmon were able to spawn in the lower reaches of Stoney Creek since
1974 (see cover photo). Construction ofa series of Newbury weirs in the

Attribute
. Value

' .

Drainage Area 7.3 km2

Elevation Max 348 m; Min 13 m

Relief 335 m

Relief Ratio1
124

Stream Channels 11.2 km

Average mainstem gradient 3.6%

Drainage Density 1.5 km / km2

North

10 km

Surrey

____225
o

North Shore

Georgia
Strait

Stoney Creek originates on the southern slopes of Burnaby Mountain and
flows into the Brunette River upstream of the Highway 1 crossing. The
majority of the watershed is located in the City of Burnaby, although the
eastern edge is within the City of Coquitlam and the City of Port Moody
(Figures 1 and 2). The watershed is approximately 7.3 knr' in area with
11.2 km of open and culverted stream channel. A preliminary estimate of
stream channel disturbance (e.g., culverting, relocation, channelization)
indicates more than 50% of remaining stream channels have been
modified during the urbanization process. Key physical attributes of the
watershed are presented in Table 1.

Figure 1. Location of Stoney Creek Watershed

This project was initiated by the Stoney Creek Environment Committee
(SCEC) because of concern that stream channel changes associated with
urbanization are causing incremental habitat degradation in Stoney
Creek. Channel incisement, sediment from bank erosion, loss of riparian
vegetation and reduction of instream complexity have been identified as
problems that may be addressed using bioengineering techniques. The
SCEC is also very concerned about the effect of future urban
development in the watershed. While we did not undertake a
comprehensive review ofpotential development ofBumaby Mountain
or other areas, Section 1.3 on watershed health presents general
comments on the effects of future urbanization on Stoney Creek if
effective stormwater management techniques are not used. The
Integrated Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney Creek
Watershed (ISMSSW) (KWL-CH2M, 1999) provides comprehensive
information on stormwater management planning in the watershed.

This report presents the results of an assessment study that identified and
prioritized sites for bioengineering and riparian restoration in the Stoney
Creek watershed in Burnaby, B.C. Twenty nine sites of either natural or
urbanization-related bank instability were identified through field
assessment and a review ofprevious stream inventories. Preliminary
text-based bioengineering prescriptions are presented for fifteen sites
and conceptual site plans are developed for ten others.
Recommendations on riparian restoration and management are made
based on an overview assessment of current land cover, vegetation
communities and recreational use of the stream corridor. The final
section of the report provides direction on implementing bioengineering
projects, and developing a monitoring program to assess future physical
and biological changes to Stoney Creek. Potential fish habitat
enhancement project are also listed.

1. INTRODUCTION

This report is divided into five sections. Section 1 presents an
introduction to the project, the biophysical setting ofthe Stoney Creek
watershed and an overview ofbioengineering techniques and uses.
Section 2 summarizes the methods, results and restoration strategy for
the riparian corridor. Section 3 discusses channel and stream bank
stability issues and provides context as to the location, cause, type and
priority ofbank erosion sites. Conceptual site plans for ten sites and text
based prescriptions for fifteen additional sites are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 summarizes the assessment findings, discusses project
implementation and monitoring, and presents recommendations on
future work.

The proj ect team for this study was comprised ofNick Page of Coast
River Environmental Services Ltd. (Coast River) who was the project
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Brunette River channel allowed chum salmonto ascend a concreteweir
that had previouslybeen impassable.

1.2 Land Useand Watershed History

The developmenthistory of the Stoney Creek watershedwas reviewed to
assess the potential effect of land development activities on the stream
channel and riparian corridor. Because watershedrecovery can occur
after a 10 to 20 year period of stable land cover, watershedhistories are
also valuable for predicting whether stream channels are in equilibrium or
are unstable. Writtenhistories of the Lower Mainland and Burnaby (see
Macdonald, 1992)provided the only available informationon the early
settlementperiod in the area (1850 to 1950). Air photos from 1946to
1999 provided more detailed informationon the recent developmentof
the stream corridor.

Apart from use by First Nations prior to settlement, initial disturbanceof
the Stoney Creek watershed began in the mid-1800swhen North Road
(1860) was constructedfrom New Westminsterto Port Moody Arm.
Logging of accessible and valuable timber on the lower slopes of Burnaby
Mountain likely began during the same period. Fraser Mills was
constructed in the Maillardville area in 1889increasingdemand for local
timber. By 1891, the Stoney Creek watershedwas divided into section
lots, although most were not settled and were often owned by families
abroad. JohnstonRoad and the Great Northernrailwaywere constructed
in 1904. Lougheed Highway was built in 1933.

Air photos from 1949, 1954, 1966, 1974, 1986,1992, 1995 and 1999were
obtained from the UBC Geographic Information Centre and other sources,
scanned and scaled digitallyto allow for comparison. Three areas which
have experienced recent erosion and channelstabilityproblems were
chosen to demonstratetypical development histories. Figure 3 shows the
lower reaches of Stoney Creek from LougheedHighway to the Bnmette
River. Figure 4 shows the Stoney Creek Community School site and the
area immediatelynorth ofthe Broadway Connectorand east of Gaglardi
Way is shown in Figure 5. Some text is includedto note important
features. Overall the air photo review confirmedfield observation
regarding channel changes, but lack of large-scalephotos limited our
abilityto review specific erosion sites.

1.3 Watershed Healthand Future Change

Despite the focus ofthis report on the effectof urbanizationon channel
stability and riparian forest cover, Stoney Creek is a relativelyhealthy
stream that has remained resilientto the effects of urban development. It
supports the most productive fish habitat in the Burnaby Lake system with
a relatively stable mainstem channel surroundedby a predominantly
forested stream corridor. Reaches 1 and 2, in particular, containhigh
value fish habitat with a combinationof complexchannelstructure, good

spawning areas, large stable wood in the channel and mature, closed
canopy riparianforest. Low summer flow, which is commonin many
urban streams in the Lower Mainland, does not appear to be a concernin
Stoney Creek.

At the same time, Stoney Creek is beginning to see the "wear and tear" on
stream banks and channel structure that typicallyaccompanies
urbanization. Portions of Tributaries 3 and 4 have incised and increased
sediment transport downstream. Bank instability in Reach 4 appears to be
partiallynatural erosion exacerbatedby sediment deposition. Whether
these changes reflect a systemic shift caused by a thresholdof urban
development in the watershed or a natural pattern of stream processes is
unknown. However, we believe that additional urbanization in the
watershed without incorporatingthe objectives and impervious area
targets of the ISMSSW, will substantially increase the risk that channel
and bank instabilitywill worsen, with corresponding degradation of
channel structure and fish habitat.

Stream channel expansion, either through cross-sectional area increases
(widening)or rapid channel incision (downcutting), often accompanies
the hydrologicchanges caused by urbanization. Both effects are in
response to larger and longer durationpeak flows that result from
increased impervious surface coverage and the development of efficient
piping systems for stormwater conveyance (Booth, 1990). Bank erosion,
channel incision, sediment movementand deposition, and large wood
instability are commonsymptoms of stream channels forming a new
equilibriumin response to hydrologicdisturbance.

While channel instability is commonin many urban streams, it does not
alwaysoccur. Recent research found there was no relationship between
the proportionof watershed urbanization and channelinstability in seven
streams in the Puget Sound Lowlands (Henshaw, 1998). The authorof
that study commentedthat a number of factors may playa role in
maintainingchannelstability includingthe rate of watersheddevelopment
(slow and incremental vs. rapid) and the surficialgeologyofthe
watershed. She alsonoted that although most stream channels will
stabilize after 10 to 20 years of constant land cover, the stabilized channel
will typicallybe wider and less geomorphically complexthan the pre
urbanized channel.

The resiliency of the Stoney Creek channel to urbanization related
instabilityis likelydue to a combination of factors including: i) watershed
imperviousness below 30%, ii) forested, stable headwaters; iii)
incrementaldevelopment beginning early in the centuryrather than rapid,
recent development; and, iv) surficialmaterials includingdense clay
dominatedtill and sandstonethat have resisted channelmovementand
mctsion.

A recent report by the GVRD classified the Stoney Creek watershed as
havingfair ecological health based on the total imperviousness of the
watershed (29%) and the amount of riparian forest (71%) (page et ai.,
1998). This was the highest watershed health rating of watersheds in the
Burnaby Lake system but lower than many similar sized watersheds on
the North Shore.

1.4 Overviewof Bioengineering

Bioengineering is defined as an engineered construction method that
uses plant materials such as live or dead cuttings, brush layers or
bundled cuttings (wattles) to protect the banks of watercourses and
hillslopes against erosion. Willow is the most common plant material
for bioengineering because it roots well from dormant season cuttings,
but red-osier dogwood, some currant species, black cottonwood and
Pacific ninebark can also be used.

Biotechnical bank stabilization differs slightly from bioengineering and
uses a 'mixed construction' approach that combines both vegetative and
structuralmaterials. This report recommends both techniques as
prescriptions and, for the purposes of the report, we will describe them
both as bioengineering. A key advantage of bioengineering is that fish
habitat can be enhanced and the bank can be protected in a way that will
increase in strength over time.

Erosionproblems along urban stream systems have traditionally been
treated with hard engineering solutions such as riprap, gabions and
concretechannel linings. More recently, the growing awareness of
fisheries issues has challenged those involved in the management of
watercoursesto develop solutions that also enhance or protect fish
habitat. Bioengineering solutions can allow for the creation of .
structurallycomplex bank surfaces and overhanging vegetation that
benefit fish populations.

It is important to point out that a number of factors limit the use of more
traditionalbioengineering techniques in urban watersheds in the Lower
Mainland. Proximity of buildings or utility infrastructure, instream
constructionwork windows outside of the plant dormant season, lack of
contractor expertise and heavily shaded stream ravines limit the use of
solutions that rely solely on vegetation stabilization (e.g., brush layers).
In the Stoney Creek system, high velocities and bedload movement can
damage less sturdy structures resulting in ongoing erosion, bank and bed
instability and frequent maintenance. Most of the bioengineering
prescriptionsproposed in this report incorporate rock toe protection and
geotextiles (biodegradable and
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Overview of the Stoney Creek
Watershed

o 1 km

synthetic) to provide bank strength and erosion protection during the
establishment of plant materials .

It should also be noted that instream fisheries enhancements such as
targe woody debris and weir-type structures are not considered to be
bioengineering. Because they are often part of a bioengineering
prescriptions they are often confused with bioengineering . Strictly
speaking, if they do not directly protect the bank from erosion with
vegetation, they are not a form of bioengineering
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Riparian land cover in the Stoney Creek watershed (by tributary stream).

2. RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT

The objective of the riparian assessment was to characterize vegetation
and land use conditions within the Stoney Creek riparian corridor, and to
identify and prioritize sites for riparian restoration and management.
Riparian zones are critical to both fish and wildlife, as well as provide
linear corridors that are used for urban greenways and other recreational
connections. Assessment methods included air photo analysis of
riparian land cover and field assessment of riparian vegetation
communities. For the purpose of this report, the riparian corridor was
defined as a 65 m wide area surrounding the stream (30 m on either side
plus an average channel width of 5 m).

2.1 Predevelopment Vegetation

The Stoney Creek watershed is contained in within the drier variant
(CWHdm) of the Coastal Western Heml ock biogeoclimatic zone. This
subzone occurs at elevations below 650 m in south coastal B.c. and is
characterized by a cool, moist winter period and a warm dry summer.
Predevelopment vegetation was composed primarily of coniferous forest
on both upslope and riparian sites. Western hemlock dominates late
successional (old-growth) forests while western redcedar and Douglas
fir are more common on wetter and drier sites respectively. Large
western redcedar stumps in the Stoney Creek riparian corridor indicate
cedar formed a significant part of the tree canopy. A small proporti on of
deciduous trees, including black cottonwood, red alder and big-leaf
maple, would have occurred along Stoney Creek, as well as in
seasonally saturated wetland areas .

The understorey plant community on sites with average soil moisture
and productivity would have included salal, red huckleberry, Alaskan
blueberry, sword fern, deer fern, and five-leaved bramble. Riparian sites
are typically richer and moister and supported dense growth of
salmonberry, Indian-plum, stink currant in the shrub understorey and
false-lily-of-the-valley, twisted stock, lady fern, skunk cabbage and
youth-on-age in the forb layer. Many of these species still occur in the
floodplain benches adjacent to Reaches 1 and 2 of Stoney Creek.

2.2 Assessment Methods

Two assessment methods were used to evaluate the status of vegetation
and land use within the riparian corridor: i) air photo interpretation; and,
ii) field assessment. The corridor area was delineated from a
generalized stream location defined by previous mapping and photo
interpretation; recent differential GPS mapping was not used. The
corridor width ono m on either side of the stream was based on
research defining the zone of functional interaction between streams and
riparian forests (Millar et al., 1997; May et aI., 1998).

Air photograph interpretation from digital orthophotos (1995 data) was
used to characterize and map land cover in the riparian corridor.
Riparian areas were separated into five land cover types:

• deciduous forest dominated by red alder and black cottonwood but
with isolated conifers (trees greater than 5 m in height);

• mixedforest containing both deciduous and conifer tree species
(minimum 25% conifers and trees greater than 5 m in height);

• shrub dominated areas with Himalayan blackberry, salmonberry,
hardhack and other lower growing shrubs;

• landscaped areas such as playing fields and parks that are often
vegetated with grass, shrubs and shade trees but have limited
riparian functions; and

• developed urban areas including roads, housing and parking lots
with impervious or compacted surfaces and sparse vegetation.

Following identification ofland cover types, specific riparian vegetation
communities were assessed in the field and separated into riparian
vegetation types (RVTs). Informal plots were established in areas of
homogenous vegetation and dominant species were recorded by stratum

Table 2.

(e.g., canopy, subcanopy, and forb). Vegetation types were not mapped
but were used to identify general restoration priority. Priority (high,
medium and low) was assigned each type based on the assumption that a
forested stream corridor composed primari ly of mixed coniferous
deciduous forest was the long-term restoration goal in the Stoney Creek
watershed. Vegetation composition, representative photographs and
other attributes of each riparian vegetation class are presented as part of
Table 3.

During the field assessment, notes were made on four additional factors
or attributes that influence management or restoration opportunities in
urban riparian corr idors . They include:

• Sites that are insufficiently stocked with conifers;
• Sites with invasive or introduced species ;
• Sites with ongoing vegetation maintenance; and
• Sites that have trampling and vegetation loss associated with

recreational use.

Finally, as a secondary task we reviewed historic air photos (1946 to
1999) to evaluate the long-term changes to the stream corridor from
urbanization. This period does not cover the initial phases of logging
and settlement in the Stoney Creek watershed, although much of the
vegetation is less than 75 years old. More information and examples of
analysis of historic air photos are presented in Section 1.2.

2.3 Results

Table 2 presents the results of the land cover assessment of the Stoney
Creek riparian corridor and Figure 6 shows the distribution of riparian
land cover type s. Overall, the results indicate less encroachment into the
riparian area from residential development, roads and other urban land

1

Mapping of historic vegetation communities by North and Teversham
(1984) indicates the lower watershed forested with "mixed wet forest"
composed of western redcedar, hemlock, spruce, red alder, black
cottonwood, willow, yew and crabapple. The upper watershed was
"mixed coniferous forest" with a higher percentage of Douglas-fir and
vine maple in addition to the trees mentioned in the mixed wet forest.

Stoney Creek

Tr ibutary 1

Tributary 2

Tributary 3

Tributary 4

Total Watershed

4.0 ha (16.4%)

3.1 ha (13.9%)

1.3 ha (15.1%)

4.1 ha (19.7%)

0.1 ha (14.9%)

12.6 ha (16.3 %)

10.1 ha (41.6%)

10.7 ha (47.9%)

2.8 ha (33.0%)

12.8 ha (61.5%)

0.3 ha (36.9%)

39.4 ha (51.1%)

3.7 ha (15.2%)

0.0 ha (0.0%)

0.4 ha (4.7%)

1.2 ha (5.8%)

0.0 ha (0.0%)

6.3 ha (8.2 %)

0.9 ha (3.7%)

0.2 ha (0.1%)

0.0%

0.1 ha (0.0%)

0.0 ha (0.0%)

1.2 ha (1.6 %)

5.6 ha (23.0%)

8.5 ha (38.0%)

4.1 ha (47.7%)

2.6 ha (12.9%)

0.5 ha (48.2%)

21.3 ha (27.6%)

24.3 ha

22.5 ha

8.6 ha

20.8 ha

0.9 ha

77.1 ha
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Table 3. Land cover, riparian vegetation classes, characteristic plant species, and restoration priority of the Stoney Creek watershed.

Land Cover Type

Deciduous Fores t

Mixed Fores t

Shrub Dominated
Area s

Landscaped Areas

Developed Urban
Areas

Riparian Vegetation Class

Mature Black Cotto nwood
Deciduous Forest (>50 years
old )

Immature Black Cottonwood
and/or Red Alder Forest
(10 to 50 years old)

Mixed Coniferous / Deciduous
Forest (>50 years old)

Shrub Dominated Areas
(umaintained or infrequently
maintained)

Landscaped or Maintained
vegetat ion

Unvegetate d / developed
areas

Cha racteristic Species

Tree Canopy: black cottonwood (dominant),
big-leaf maple (common), red alder, v.oc.
western redcedar
Sub-canopy: vine maple, hazelnut, western
hemlock regeneration
Shrub: salmonberry, Indian-plum, hazel, stink
currant (floodplain benches ), v ine maple, red
elderberry (oc.)
Herb: false-lily of the valley, sword fern, lady
fern, twisted stalk, outh-on-a e, stin in nettle
Tree Canopy: red alder and black cottonwood
Shrub: salmo nberry, Indian-plum, red
elderberry, Hima layan blackbe rry
Herb: sword fern, lady fern, youth-on-age,
horsetail species, reed canary grass

Tree Canopy: red cedar, western hemlock,
Douglas-fir, red alder, bitter cherry
Sub-can opy: vine maple, hazelnut, immature
western hemlock
Shrub: salmonberry, red huckleberry, red
elderberry, vine maple, American holly
Forb: sword fern , lady fern, spiny wood fern,
trailing blackberry, false-lily-of-the valley, youth
on-age , three-leaved foam flower, cascara
seedTin s

Tree Canopy: occasional red alder, black
cottonwood
Shrub: hardhack, Scouler's willow, Pacific
willow, red-osier dogwood , giant knotweed ,
Himalayan blackberry , Nootka rose
Herb: reed canary grass, small flowere d bulrush,
stinging nettle, creeping butte rcup, horsetai l
species, dock species, grass species

Tree Canopy: variable non-native, native
species mixed

Shrub: aesthetic plantings (rhodod endron s,
junipers, etc.)

Herb: aesthet ic plantings (grass, groundcovers,
etc.)

Tree Canopy: unvegetated

Shrub: unvegetated

Herb: unvegetated, occ. grass and forbs

Comments

Int rod uce d spec ies : American horse chestnut,
English ivy, Clematis sp., Himalayan blackberry,

Sn ags : uncommon

Co nifer establishme nt in understorey: very
low; occas ional sub-can opy redcedar

Introduced spec ies: English ivy, Himalayan
blackberry, reed canary grass, policeman's
helmet

Snags: uncommon, but increase in frequency
with age; more on wet sites

Con ifer establis hme nt in und erstorey: very
low to non-existe nt; occasional sub- canopy
redcedar

Introduced species : English ivy, American
holly, Himalayan blackberry

Snags: uncommon

Conifer establishment in understorey : some
western hemlock and west ern redcedar
(particularly sub-canopy)

Int roduced species : Himala yan blackberry,
reed canary grass, policeman's helmet + many
others

Snags: very rare

Conifer establis hment in understorey: very
low

Int roduce d spec ies : introduced grasses and
shrubs

Sn ags : do not occur

Conifer esta bl is hment in understorey: does
not occur

Int roduce d species: introdu ced grasses and
shrubs

Snags : do not occur

Conifer esta blishment in understorey: does
not occur

Restorat ion
Priority

Mod erate

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate / High

Low

Representative Photos
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conifer regeneration, recreation impacts and low structural complexity
ofriparian forest are rarely addressed. Part of the diffic ulty in planning,
funding and imp lementing riparian restoration projects is the lack of
short-ter m benefits and the requirement for ongoing maintenance.
Riparian restoration requires long -term goals and pati ence .

As noted above, Stoney Creek has a relatively healthy riparian corridor.
The recommendations in the following sect ions are meant to provide
direction on improving riparian fores t cover with the long-term goal of
maintaining or restoring the ecological health of Stoney Creek, and
improving wildlife habitat. A summary of riparian restoration activities
is presented in Table 4 and Figure 7.

Develop a strategy for managing
invasive species where they conflict with
native riparian vegetation.

Use conventional riparian planting
strategies to reforest riparian areas;
Figure 7 shows location of specific sites

Close, plant and restructure informal
trails, erect fences , upgrade primary
trails; Focus on Reach 4 (Stoney Creek
Park).

Work with B.C. Hydro, GVRD and gas
utilities to ensure growth of low trees
within 5 m of Stoney Creek channel ;
plant or encourage growth of willow and
other species that tolerate maintenance.

Initiate conifer underplanting using
redcedar and western hemlock. Focus
on Reaches 1, 2 and 4 in short-term

Management Recommendat ions

Develop demonstration / pilot project in
Stoney Creek Park incorporating brush
piles, raptor perches and nest boxes.
Investigate possibility of increasing
structural habitat diversity of utility
corridors.

SW11111ary of ripar ian corridor restoration strategy.

2. Unvegetated park, school
and private residences within
riparian corridor

3. Recreati onal trail impacts
including trampling, bank
erosion and compact ion,
particu larly in Reach 4

6. Lack of fo rest cover
surrounding stream with in
utility right-of-ways

4. Invasive non-nat ive species
in many riparian areas (all
Reaches affec ted but utility
corridors and trai l areas have
most severe problems)

5. Low structural complexity of
riparian forest

Issue i Site

1. Deciduous forest dominance
in Reaches 1, 2, 4 and
headwaters; lack of forest
diversity and reduced LWD

Table 4.

Fo rested eastern end at Burnaby Mountain.

Young red alder stan d ediecent to Reach 6

Shrub dom ina ted B.C. Hydro right-at-way

Third, the headwaters of the Stoney Creek watershed is more typical of
North Shore and Port Moody-northeast Coquitlam area watersheds in
that the upper watershed is forested with decid uous and mixed
deciduous forest. Most urban watersheds (for example Como Creek to
the east) have more widely distributed urban deve lopment.

2.4 Riparian Corridor Restoration Strategy

Urban riparian areas have rarely been the focus of restoration activiti es
other than to ensure tree or shrub establishment in poorly vegetated
areas, and to minimize major vegetation disturbance associated with
recreational trails. Issues such as invasive species dominance, lack of

Second, the mature black cottonwood forest surrounding Reach 1 is
more typically found on Fraser River floodplain sites than urban
streams. Many of the trees are greater than 60 years old and will begin
to decline in the next twenty years . This forest type is important for
songbirds and small mammals, as well as sustaining the stream through
the addition of large woo d. Pl ant diversity is relatively high in this area
and fewer invasive species were observed during the field assessment.

The Stoney Creek corridor also differs from most urban riparian corridors
in the Lower Mainland in three key ways First, the encroachment of utility
infrastructure including BC Hydro power Jines, gas lines and G\lRD
sewer lines is uncharacteristically high in the mi ddle reaches of Stoney
Creek. This occurs because of the early establishment ofB C Hydro
transformer stat ion in the centre of the watershed. Additional utility
infrastructure subs equently utilised the cleared and access ible light
of-way. Most of the utility corridor is shrub dominated with regular
maintenance to prevent tree growth.

The total amount of forest cover (674%) measured for this assessment is
less than the recent estimate (71.2%) for Stoney Creek from a recen t
GVRD study (Page et al., 1999). This difference likely reflects the
inclusion of culverted portions of the stream channel in this study, as
well as slight ly differen t meas urement methods for forest cover. For
comparison, the GVRD study foun d Stoney Creek had the highest
percentage of riparian forest in the Brunette River watershed, and
substantially higher than the average riparian forest cover for GVRD
watersheds of 62.6%

than is typical in Lower Mainland watersheds , and a high er percentage
of riparian forest cover (674%). Much of the headwaters of Stoney
Creek is sti ll foreste d which is similar to many watersheds in the North
Shore , Northeas t Coquitlam and Maple Ridge. It is also noteworthy that
there are approximately 35 road or major tra il cross ings of Stoney Creek
(3.] per kilometer) which indicates a high level of habitat fragmentation
and discontinuity of the ripanan corri dor.
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2.4.2 Riparian Planting

There are relatively few areas of the Stoney Creek riparian corridor that are
suitable for riparian plantings using container grown stock and salvaged
plant materials. The Stoney Creek Environment Committee has already
targeted the portion of Stoney Creek Park adjacent to Beaverbrook
Crescent that lacked tree cover. Other potential sites include the outer
margin of the playing fields at Stoney Creek Community School and
Burnaby N.B. Highschool.

Conventional riparian planting strategies involve establishment of diverse
trees and shrubs according to the MELP / DFO planting criteria While
these types of planting are prone to problems from weed competition,
damage from recreation use, and inappropriate species selection they are
also easily implemented by volunteer groups. Table 5 provides
recommendations on species suitable to the Stoney Creek riparian corridor.
Species that should be avoided include Sitkaspruce (disease problems),
hawthorn (slow growth), salal (slow growth), and red elderberry (poor
establishment success). Target densities for planting is 2.5 to 3.5 m for
trees and 1.0 to 2.0 m for shrubs .
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Riparian Trees

western red cedar Thuja plicata 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga menziesii 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

big-leaf maple Acer macrophyllum 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

black cottonwood Populus tricnocerp« 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

red alder Alnus rubra 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

western hemlock Tsuga heterophyl/a 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

Riparian Shrubs

thimbleberry Rubus parviflorus 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

beaked hazel Corylus com uta 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

Nootka rose Rosa nutkana 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

red flowering Ribes sanguineum 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock
currant

Indian-plum Oemlaria cerasiformis 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

salmonberry Rubus spectabilis 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

stink currant Ribes bracteosum 1 or 2 gal. container nursery stock

Sitka willow Salix sitchensis 1 or 2 gal. or rooted cutti ng

Scouler's willow Salix scouleriana 1 or 2 gal. or rooted cutting

red osier dogwood Comus sericea 1 or 2 gal. or rooted cutti ng

Recreational trail development along the Stoney Creek corridor has
caused localized vegetation loss or damage. While this problem is
relatively minor compared to the overall impact of urbanization on
watershed health, steps should be undertaken to reduce or avoid
additional damage, and to restore impacted sites. In particular, trail
encroachment and loss of understorey shrubs was associated with bank
instability in Reach 4. Additional impact sites and recommendations for
resolving them are presented in Table 6.

2.4.3 Reducing Recreational Trails Impacts

Planting recommendations include:

• Use container grown stock from established nurseries rather than
transplanted or salvaged materials. Inspect plants before delivery and do
not accept substitutions ofnon-native varieties. Ensure plant material is
propagated from seed or cuttings rather than wild collected.

• Use fences and signs to protect planted areas near trails and playing fields.
Use larger plant sizes and closer spacing near the edge of the planted area
to reduce trampling damage. 2 to 5 gallon stock at 0.5 to 1.0 m centres
may be required in high use sites.

• Plant in early spring (February - April) or late fall (November) to ensure
good establishment success. Watering may be needed during the first
summer.

• Clump plants ofthe same species together to avoid losing smaller, slower
growing species in dense growth.

• Select plants according to variation in soil moisture. Avoid planting
Nootka rose, for example, in a wet site and red-osier dogwood in a dry
site. Have an botanist or experienced gardener help with site selection and
planting.

• We recommend volunteers be encouraged to monitor and maintain
newly planted areas to ensure successful establishment of planted
stock. Volunteers or groups of volunteers should be assigned to 25 to
50 m long sections of stream for which they would be responsible for
weeding, staking, and watering ofplanted vegetation. This approach
allows volunteers to work without supervision and when it is most
compatible with their schedule.

Recreational trail impacts on riparian vegetation typically occur because
ofpoor siting and design, such as paralleling the stream, and lack of
clearly established trail connections. Recommendations on reducing
trail impacts include:

• Avoid sensitive riparian areas such as stream channel margins,
floodplain wetlands and steep, erodable banks;

• Cross streams perpendicular to the channel and do not construct
trails perpendicular with channel;

Recommended native plant species for revegetating sites in
the Stoney Creek watershed.

Table 5.

The following silviculture treatments are recommended for all riparian
sites with deciduous forest dominance, but particularly Reaches 1,2 and
4:

• In shaded and wetter sites , one gallon container grown stock of
western redcedar and western hemlock should be planted at a
spacing of 3 to 5 m. Western hemlock should not be planted near
trails, power lines or buildings because of its susceptibility to
windthrow.

• To reduce plant material costs, we recommend the SCEC purchase
small plug stock (415 size) from reforestation nurseries and grow them
for one year in one gallon containers. Costs for plug stock are less than
25% of container grown stock.

• In drier sites with partial or full sun, western redcedar should replace
Douglas-fir as the primary tree species .

• One or two years of manual brushing around planted trees should be
used to prevent excessive shrub competition, particularly from
salmonberry and Himalayan blackberry. Brushing should be
undertaken in late spring following leaf out to ensure maximum tree
growth during the growing season.

The dominance of red alder and black cottonwood throughout the
Stoney Creek riparian corridor is a concern for four reasons :

• Red alder and black cottonwood stands provide smaller, more
unstable pieces oflarge wood (LWD) to the channel than conifer
dominated riparian forest. Deciduous LWD also rots more quickly
than LWD from conifer trees.

• Maturing red alder stands in particular, contribute large amounts of
branches and broken trunks to the stream channel. Excessive
amounts of debris can initiate debris jams and cause channel change
and bank erosion.

• Decline of red alder on low-lying floodplain sites can lead to
establishment of dense, almost monotypic patches of salmonberry.

• Windthrow of ravine-bank trees can increase bank slumping and
instability.

2.4.1 Conifer Underplanting

In areas where immature and mature deciduous forest (10 to 60 years old)
is the dominant riparian vegetation class, we recommend underplanting
with shade tolerant conifers (western redcedar and western hemlock).
Establishing conifers will promote succession to a mixed forest stand and
will ensure long-term sources ofLWD to the stream channel.
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Site Issue Recommendation

Reach 1 Development of informal trails in Fence perimeter of Brunette River trail to
sensitive riparian area with steep, exclude recreational use.
erodible banks and active erosion
sites

Reach 2 Minor developm ent of informal trails; Localized closure of trails ; long-term removal
encroachment by trail along of rail line if feasible
Burlington Northern Railway corridor

Reach 3 Lower trail crosses at confluence of Install proper crossing or relocate stream
Trib 1 and Reach 3; upper trail
parallels stream

Reach 4 Extensive formal and informal trail Closure of streamside trails with fencing,
development; trails parallel with revegetation and restructuring ; replacement
stream; bank erosion associated with of pedestrian bridge and possible relocation
trail encroachment; channel of main trail
constriction at bridge crossing

Reach 5 Lack of vegetation at Lyndhurst Complete bridge crossing and revegetate
Bridge site; minor, but re-occurring , adjacent areas
trail encroachment Pull back trail where feasible and increase

riparian vegetation

Reach 6 Trail parallels stream at top-of-bank, Narrow and relocated trail as part of channel
occasional access points or informal modification ; increase riparian vegetation
crossings along margin

Reach 7 Informal trail parallels stream (dIs No recommendations; monitor trail
from Chapman Avenue) encroachment

Reach 8 Mowing to stream edge Increase width of riparian vegetation
surrounding stream; reduce or restrict
vegetation maintenance near stream

Tributary 1 Trail crossing at mouth Install proper crossing point at confluence;

Trail use of rail line long-term removal of rail line if feasible

Tributary 2 Trail encroachment impacts below Maintain plantings and fences that were
Beaverbrook Crescent installed in 1999

Tributary 3 Trail damage in headwaters Extensive trail network requires upgrading
and management; work with mountain biking
community to resolve trail issues around
watercourses; possible trail closure in some
areas

Tributary 4 No recreational impacts No recommendations

• Use inert, well drained crushed rock for trail surfacing. Avoid
limestone, bark mulch and silt or clay materials. Install adequate
drainage including culverts and streamside ditches; and

• Close informal trails while at the same time re-inforcing major trails
(see following section).

2.4.4 Clos ure of Infor mal Trails

Informal trails arise where existing trails do not provide the most
efficient route such as "dog-legs", or where no established trail exist.
Closure of existing trails must therefore be assoc iated with upgrading or
reinforcement of a single route. Again, the reinforced route must also
take use patterns into account - it must get people to where they want to
go. Trail closure typically includes the following four components :

Clear Demarcation ofSingle Trail - An alternative route must be
clear ly demarcated to avoid continued use of the decommissioned trail.
The most appropriate method is to resurface the primary trail concurrent
with the decommissioning process. For primary access points, a large
information sign (see Section 5.3) should be installed.

Fencing - Both entrances to closed trails should be fenced to clearly
indicate trail closure. For small informal trails , 4x4 posts on 2 foot
centres should be installed. Posts should be approximately 4 feet high
with 1.5 feet buried firmly in the ground (5.5 feet in total length) . 2x4
rails should be installed to block access. The fence should extend a
minimum of 3 feet on either of the trail surface. While this does not
appear to be a sufficient barrier, its intention is to clearly demarcate the
boundary of the closure area, as well as provide a visual barrier. It is not
intended to provide an uncrossable physical barrier. A key advantage of
this approach is that it is easily repaired if damaged.

Planting and Restructuring - Most informal trails in the Stoney Creek
corridor are located within existing forested areas which makes
revegetation difficult. Unl ike open areas , replanted vegetation in heavily
shaded areas is often slow to establish and grows less vigourously.
Small stock is also susceptible to trampling.

Planting should consist of 2 to 5 gallon stock on 0.5 to 1.0 m centres
near the entrance to the closed area . This stock size will ensure the
plants are not trampled before they grow . All soils should be coarsely
raked (to loosen the compacted surface) and a shade tolerant seed mix
should be distributed .

Restructuring refers to the placement of logs , branches, and other debris
in the decommissioned pathway. Debris acts as a physical barrier to
reduce cont inued trail use and protect new plantings, and a visual barrier
by making the trailless inviting to park users . Care must be taken not
disturb downed logs that provide habitat features in adjacent areas.

Table 6. Summary of trail related impacts by reach and recommendations.
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I reed canary grassis oftenclassified as a nativespecies; the rest are non-native.

2.4.5 Invasive Species Management

Newly downed materials and logs suspended above the forest floor are
good candidates for restructuring.

Signs - Small aluminium or plastic signs (4" x 8") should be installed at
the entrance to each decommissioned trail. The sign should specify that
the trail is closed and revegetation is underway, and should provide park
users with an alternate route.

Overall, the utility corridors are well managed. Some trees have been
left to provide shade and over-hanging cover and very few streamside
areas lack dense shrub cover. We recommend that additional small trees
such as vine maple, cascara, Scouler's willow, Sitka willow, Hooker's
willow, and bitter cherry be established along the channel margin.
Willow species may be the most appropriate because they regrow
following pruning or cutting. Big-leaf maple is much more vigourous
but also regrows from the stump following cutting.

2.4.7 Utility Right-of-Way Maintenance

English holly are less invasive species that can be controlled using manual
removal methods such as pulling or cutting. English ivy should be
prevented from ascending riparian trees by careful cutting of ivy stems
near the base of the tree.

Bat Boxes - While bats are not easily observed because of their nocturnal
activity, they are an important component of riparian wildlife. Eleven of
B.C.'s sixteen bats species occur in the Coastal Western Hemlock zone
which encompasses the Lower Mainland (Nagorsen and Brigham 1993).
Bat use can be improved by providing suitable roosting sites that duplicate
natural caves, rock crevices, tree cavities, or hollow snags that bats use for
summer roosts.

Installation ofNesting Boxes - Nesting boxes for cavity nesting birds and
mammals have been used to enhance wildlife use in areas that lack large
snags . Approximately 50 birds in western North America use cavities as
nests (Stokes, 1992). In the Stoney Creek corridor, nesting boxes would
likely improve both bird and small mammal use. Nesting boxes are also
desirable because they are easily constructed, erected and monitored by
volunteers.

A program of increasing the structural complexity of the riparian corridor
should be undertaken to improve wildlife habitat. The objective of
increasing the diversity of structural features is to increase bird and small
mammal use ofthe riparian corridors . Possible techniques include: i)
erecting artificial or surrogate snags; ii) nesting boxes for birds; iii) raptor
perches; iv) bat boxes; and, v) brush piles and downed logs.

2.4.6 Structural Complexity of Riparian Forest

Regular maintenance activities along the BC Hydro, GVRD and gas
utility rights-of-way are implemented to prevent the development of
canopy trees and deep root systems. Trees are manually topped, pruned
or girdled. Most of this activity is concentrated in Reaches 3,4 and 5.

ArtificialSnags - Artificial snags should not be erected adjacent to
buildings, roads, power lines, trails, or other public use areas where safety
is a concern. Artificial snags should be constructed ofwestern red cedar
with a minimum top diameter should be 30 cm (ideally +/- 50 em) and
minimum height of3.5 m (range 3.5 to 10 m) above ground. Intact
branches should be left on if possible. Artificial snags are installed
similarly to the methods used for utility poles. A 2 to 3 m deep hole is dug
and the log is lowered into place using an excavator. Once upright, the
hole should be backfilled with 3/4" minus gravel that is compacted in 6"
lifts.

Common invasive species in the Stoney Creek watershed.Table 7.

Methods to control Himalayan blackberry and reed canary grass focus on
management rather than elimination. Systemic herbicides such as
glyphosate (Roundup or Rodeo) are effective but should be used cautiously
near streams because of their potential toxicity to aquatic organisms.
Permits for herbicide application are also required. Manual control
methods such as pulling or partial cutting are more selective, however,
they are both time consuming and require an ongoing maintenance
program for a minimum of3 years to be effective. Other control methods
such as burning and mowing are not suited to urban areas. English ivy and

Riparian corridors in the Lower Mainland typically support a variety of
invasive, non-native plant species that can compete with native plant
species. While most have localized impacts and rarely exclude native
trees and shrubs, invasive species problems are likely worsening in most
urban watersheds and long-term management is necessary. Most
invasive species are shrubs and grasses that can form dense stands or
thickets and prevent native tree establishment. They also reduce the
structural diversity of stream channels compared to forested riparian zones
(i.e., lack ofLWD recruitment), and reduce habitat for many wildlife
species. The vegetation survey of Stoney Creek indicated that invasive
species were concentrated along the B.C. Hydro rights-of-way and in
areas of intensive recreational trail development. Table 7 lists common
invasive species in the Stoney Creek watershed.

f~6f!1·t!tql{N~me ; :.. \:;:',:.; Lati~ ~~m~:·l:~;S ..\..•~'/;,-'.~ot~6i,(at~~~~htY ..
Himalayan blackberry Rubus discolor High

giant knotweed Polygonum sp. Moderate / High

English holly /lex aquifolium Low

policeman's helmet Impatiens sp. Moderate

English ivy Hedera helix Moderate / High

reed canary grass1 Phalaris arundinacea High

horse -chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum Low
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3. CHANNEL AND STREAMBANK
ASSESSMENT

3.1 Introduction

This section provides an overview of methods and results of the channel
and streambank assessment of Stoney Creek. The assessment was not a
detailed investigation of the geomorphology of Stoney Creek but rather,
geomorphology was reviewed with respect to each bank erosion site in
order to arrive at a recommended bioengineering prescription. The
channel and streambank assessment was a logical next step from the
ISMSSW which concentrated on hydrology rather than fluvial
geomorphology.

As noted in Section 1, Stoney Creek appears relatively stable and
healthy compared to many other urban streams in the Greater Vancouver
area. Much of the channel response to urbanization appears to have
occurred within a few years after development, and the system has
reached a more stable equilibrium over the last 20 to 25 years.
Nevertheless, there are reaches of the stream, particularly the higher
gradient tributary streams, that have experienced extreme channel
incision, down-cutting and lateral erosion. Stoney Creek may be on the
verge of more rapid geomorphic change if further development occurs,
particularly in the upper watershed. It has been well documented
(Booth, 1990) that channel incision and widening is often the result of
the larger and longer duration peak flows associated with urbanization.

3.1.1 Channel and Streambank Stability

The Stoney Creek is characterized by low gradient lower reaches «1%
average channel gradient) and higher gradient headwater reaches and
tributaries (>5% average channel gradient). Channel bankfull width
varies from 5 to 15 m. Most reaches are confined within a moderately
incised stream ravine with limited floodplain development. Reaches 1, 2
and 4 have the largest floodplains, including well-defined floodplain
bench adjacent to the northwestern end of Reach 2.

Channel structure is similar to many Lower Mainland streams with
relatively straight morphology running north-south, perpendicular to the
hillslopes. Meanders, where they occur, are small and related to site
specific features such as wood accumulation or erodab1e bank materials.
The large meander in Reach 1 is the exception to this observation.
Stream bed materials are primarily gravel and cobble with increasing
coarseness with gradient and elevation. Reach 3 contains a segment with
sandstone substrates and Reach 5 has higher gradient segments dominated

by cobble and boulder materials . Exposed clay materials were observed
in the streambeds of most reaches.

Bank materials and vegetation vary widely along Stoney Creek (see
Figure 8). Most segments are clay-dominated glacial till overlain by
shallow sand and silt layers that support riparian vegetation. Stable
vegetation with moss and fern growth on the upper portion of the
bankfull stream channel and dense shrub and tree cover above is an
indicator of stable streambanks. Where erosion has occurred, till is
exposed and vegetation recovery is slow. Reach 6 was relocated in the
1960s and much of the exposed clay banks remains unvegetated. Other
natural bank materials include sandstone in Reach 3.

Riprap, lockblocks or other forms of channel armouring are common
along the mainstem and tributaries. Tributaries 2 and 3 are extensively
armoured within the Ash Grove area, and Reach 3 has a section of
lockblock bank protection.

3.1.2 Geomorphic Thresholds

Stream channels typically change rapidly once a threshold of urban
development has been reached rather than incrementally. Geomorphic
thresholds may be thought of as "the straw that broke the camel's back".
In the fluvial system, progressive change in one variable may eventually
result in an abrupt change in the system. If a river erodes a few grains of
soil from the toe of the river bank, a particular response may not be
noticed. If that continues with no deposition to balance the loss, the
bank may eventually fail abruptly and dramatically due to undermining.
The amount of flow impinging along a bank may vary considerably with
no apparent effect on stabilization; however, at some critical point the
bank material will begin to move and disastrous consequences can
result.

Channel systems have a measure of elasticity that enables change to be
absorbed by a shift in equilibrium. The amount of change a system can
absorb before that equilibrium is disturbed depends on the sensitivity of
the system, and if the system is near a threshold condition, a minor
change may result in a dramatic response. The designer must be aware
of geomorphic thresholds, and the effect that their project may have in
causing the system to exceed the threshold.

3.2 Assessment Methods

The channel and streambank assessment consisted of field
reconnaissance of Stoney Creek and tributaries in order to review
erosion sites which were previously identified in the ISMSSW (KWL 
CH2M, 1999), and to identify additional sites. After an initial overview,
detailed field information was gathered and logged on custom site

evaluation forms . Site evaluation forms for each site are provided in
Appendix 1. Information gathered includes a description of the
problem, classification of the erosion and risk to adjacent property or
infrastucture. Access to the site to install bank works and the potential
to use the site for demonstration was also assessed. Bank and channel
geometry and material type were also collected including bank height,
slope, material, vegetation, channel width, incision and approximate
bedload classification. Representative photographs were taken and
channel cross-sections were measured at each site .

Following the field reconnaissance, each site was evaluated, prioritized
and prescriptions were developed. Information gathered during field
reconnaissance has been summarised in Table 8 including descriptions
of severity, ownership, site access, demonstration potential and priority
ratings. Representative photographs are included for most sites .

3.3 Assessment Results

Streambank erosion is common throughout the Stoney Creek watershed,
although severity and cause of erosion varies widely throughout the
system. Figure 7 shows the location, number and severity of erosion
sites in the watershed and Table 8 presents summary information.
Appendix 1 also contains data sheets for each erosion site.

Reach 6 of Stoney Creek and Tributaries 3 and 4 have the most severe
erosion problems in terms of channel incision and bank instability.
Typical signs of incision including suspension ofLWD above the
channel bed, vertical banks and streambed substrates dominated by fine
sediment were observed. More localized incision has occurred in the
lower reach of Tributary 2 (Site T2a) and at storm drainage discharge
points (Sites 3a and 3c). The majority of channel incision is believed to
have taken place soon after development of the catchment. This
relatively rapid response to development followed by a restabilization is
evidenced by 20 to 25 year old trees along the channel slope toe in many
areas.

During the initial years, increased flows following development appears
to have eroded and transported forest floor and sandy silt materials in the
upper soil horizon (1 to 2 m in depth) downstream to the lower creek
reaches. After the initial years, channel down cutting reduced once the
dense clay layer beneath the sandy layer was reached. Channel incision
has continued at a much slower rate and erosion has begun to widen the
stream rather than down-cut.

Erosion from predominantly natural causes also occurs throughout the
mainstem and tributary streams, but is more common in Reach 1 and
Reach 4. Reach 1 has a large meander bend that displays progressive
lateral erosion of the inner neck and outer meander edge. Several recent
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tree falls, including a large black cottonwood (Site 1a), have initiated
bank erosion because of channel constriction. Reach 4 contains a group
of similar erosion sites (Sites 4c, d, and f) with low banks and lateral
erosion. While trail encroachment, lack of woody vegetation and
sediment transport changes may be influenced or exacerbated these sites,
they were considered natural erosion events .

While all stream systems require certain amounts of natural erosion to
replenish streambed substrates, develop channel complexity and respond
to as the system evolves, when an area is developed and peak flows are
increased, erosion and other channel changes often follow. In addition,
changes to the riparian corridor integrity can effect channel stability
which depletes the ability of the system to withstand increased flows.
Changes to the Stoney Creek system documented in this report must be
weighed carefully and priorities should be set to rehabilitate the system
to as natural a condition as possible, however, this may include allowing
some sites to remain unstabilized to provide for gravel recruitment in the
system.

3.4 Priority Ratings

Field data, background information and other key considerations such as
site access and the potential for project use as a demonstration project
were reviewed to assign overall priority ratings for each site. Other
considerations in rating priorities were the assessed risk to property and
infrastructure, risk to fish habitat, and ownership. Table 8 outlines the
overall priority ratings for all sites identified during field work. Section
5 provides direction on priority bioengineering projects for the SCEC,
and also lists projects we believe are beyond the scope ofSCEC.
Priorities identified for the SCEC are in draft form and will likely be
modified after consultation with the SCEC.
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4.1 Introduction

4. BIOENGINEERING
PRESCRIPTIONS

SiteandPlansConceptual Bioeng ineering
Prescript ions

The middle bank is set at an elevation aboveall but the highest flood
flows and typically consists of willow live cuttings in a variety of
configurations (e.g., bundles , livestakes, brushlayers, etc.). Vegetation
is combined with surface protection measures and deeper structural
components such as geotextile layers. At the juncture of the lower bank
and the middle bank, synthetic or natural geotextiles like polymer grid,
coir and filter fabric are used to provide stability in the event of large
flood flows. As flood and erosion risk decreases with increasing bank
elevation, synthetic materials can be replaced with biodegradable mesh
materials or erosion control matting.

The upper bank is primarily comprised of a soil fill layer with riparian
trees and shrubs. Seeding is typically undertaken. Some erosion control
materials may be required, but generally the upper bank is above the
floodplain and has low risk from flood damage.

4.2.1 Use of Live Cuttings

bank protect ion. Native stream substrates can be used to top-dress the
lower bank and increase the naturalness of the site.

All the bioengineering prescriptions in the following pages rely on the use
of live cuttings of willow and other riparian trees and shrubs. Many of the
cuttings and plants required for the recommended prescriptions can be
found locally, particularly in the B.C. Hydro right-of-way. Harvesting of
cuttings should be done in consideration of the following (IECA, 1996):

• Use native species including Scouler's willow, Hooker's willow, Sitka
willow, Pacific willow and red-osier dogwood. A ratio of 80% willow
and 20% dogwood is often used in sunny sites, with up to 40%
dogwood in shaded areas.

• Use live wood that is 1 year or older and avoid suckers of the current
years growth.

• When harvesting select relatively straight wood that is healthy.
• Plant materials should be harvested during the dormant season

(generally fall and early spring).
• Cuttings should be soaked a minimum of 24 hours whether stored,

harvested or immediately installed. Cuttings should never be allowed
to dry out or exposedto direct sunlight.

4.3

It is recommended that a workshop be held to explain the proper harvesting
and storage of cuttings for bioengineering projects, and provide training on
the construction of brush layers, wattles and brush mattresses.

The conceptual bioengineering plan for Reach 4 sites is presented in
Figure 10 on page 32. Text-based prescriptions for ten sites follow.

4f Moderate Text and Conceptual Site Plan

4g Low No recommended action

4h High Text and Conceptual Site Plan

4i Low No recommended action

5a High Text-based concept plan

5b Moderate Text-based concept plan

6a Moderate Text-based concept plan

7a Moderate Geotechnical assessment required

T2a Moderate Text and Conceptual Site Plan

T2b Low Text-based concept plan

T2c High Text-based concept plan

T3a High Geotechnical assessment required

T3b High Geotechnical assessment required

T4a Moderate & Geotechnical assessment required
High

All the prescriptions proposed in the study are considered hybrids
between traditional bioengineering techniques that have been used for
many years in Europe and the use of man-made fabrics that are more
prevalent in North America. To ensure that these techniques are
successful in the urban conditions of the Stoney Creek watershed, they
are combined with a rock riprap toe structure to reduce the abrasive wear
and tear caused by bedload movement and water erosion under peak
flows. In many cases this rock layer can be hidden from view by
covering it with native cobble and gravel from the stream.

4.2 General Descriptions of Bioengineering Prescriptions

Each prescription typically has three components : i) structural lower
bank or channel protection; ii) bioengineered middle or upper bank; and,
iii) sloped and vegetated upper bank.

The following generic prescriptions have been developed for sites in the
Stoney Creek watershed. Specific details on method of construction is
provided in the individual site prescriptions in Section 4.3.

Structural lower bank protection consists of a layer of rock and ! or
rootwads to prevent undercutting of the bank by water erosion. The
lower bank also provides a foundation layer on which the bioengineered
upper bank can be built, and can be used to increase complexity of the
channel margin for fish. The use of rootwads as a component of toe
protection increases fish habitat value by increasing bank roughness and
providing low velocity areas for fish to hide, catching small debris and
creating localized scour pools that improve fish use. A riprap toe trench
extending below the bed of the stream is typically a component of lower

No recommended action

Stabilization during Sky Train const.

Text and Conceptual Site Plan

Text and Conceptual Site Plan

Text and Conceptual Site Plan

No recommended action

Text-based concept plan

No recommended action

No recommended action

No recommended action

No recommended action

No recommended action

Geotechnical assessment

Text and Conceptual Site Plan

jtM~!ij:9;«'q~'Rfl~s l;' J;"'''C' ;~''
Planting of exposed soils

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Summary ofbioengineering prescriptions by site.

3c

3a

3b

4e

4c

1c

1d

1f

1e

4d

2a

4a

4b

1b

We have also noted several of the sites which require geotechnical
assessment because of potential for larger-scale failure. Table 9 presents
the twenty nine sites that were identified by the assessment, their priority
and the level of detail! method of prescription.

Table 9.

This chapter provides descriptions ofbioengineering prescriptions for
addressing erosion and bank instability sites identified in this study.
Prescriptions are presented in three ways:

• General text and graphics based descriptions of six bioengineering
prescrip tions are provided in Section 4.2;

• Conceptual bioengineering plans for Reach 4 sites in Section 4.3;
and,

• Indiv idual site prescriptions are provided in Section 4.4.

All of the bioengineering entail the use of live materials such as
vegetation and biotechnical stabilization elements. Several also
incorporate features specifically to enhance fish habitat beyond the
benefi ts provides by streamside vegetation and stable banks.
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Prescription 1 (Vegetated Geogrid - Riprap Toe)

Vegetated Geogrid (Soil Wrap):
Outer Layer-900GradeCoir Geogrid
Inner Layer- Non-woven Coir Mat
C126BN (or equivalent)

Live Stake Face
Geogrid at 300 mm CIC

Seed Inside
Soil Wrap - __

Average
HighWater l

Approximate
Existing Grade

~~~~81~~-- Trim UpperSlope to
1.6:1 and Seedor
Place Erosion Matting

Fill Soil Wrap with a Mix of
Native and Imported Material

Gravel Filter Drain

Subsurface Drain
(if required)

Backfill Over Riprap
with Native Creek Bedload

RiprapToe and
Foundation Layer

Description
Prescription 1 consists of a rock toe layer combined with rootwads
and overlain by brush layers and soil lifts wrapped in natural coir
fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric). The face of the wrap is live staked
and the top of bank is seeded and planted with riparian shrub species.
Note: A subsurface drainage layer may be required along with a
geotechnical assessment prior to project implementation.

Prescription 2 (Contour Wattling and Bank Revegetation)

Description
Prescription 2 consists of a rock toe layer combined with bundled
willow wattle fascines (300 mm diameter log shaped bundles of willow
cuttings) placed on the contour along the bank. Below high water the
wattles will be formed into a grid with vertical wattles. The interior of

the grid and the upper bank is planted with riparian trees and shrubs.

rAVerage
High Water

Approximate
Existing Grade

Live Stakes through
Mat or Sod Face at
300 mm OIC --_

Live Stake
Anch ors - __

~-- Coir Rolls,
Sediment Logs
or Wattle Bundle

Wattle Bundle Connect ed
to Contain Wattles
1.5 m ole to Form a
Grid Structure

Rock Toe Layer

__ _, _"""" ~ ....,. I " •• "'" ""''''w' 1 """"~I """".'-'1 """"" ...., ".' "" • ...., "''-''111 "''I'LAL~' LII'-'
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Prescription 3 (Brush Mattress)

2 x 4 or 2 x 2
Live or Dead Stake
Notched for Rope~

Wire or Jute Rope _ ~
Secu red to Stakes

Brush Mattress
(Min. 300 mm
Thick)

[

Average
High Water

Fascine
(Optional)

Approximate
Existing Grade

Description
Prescription 3 consists of a rock toe layer combined a 300 mm thick
brush mattress of willow layed perpendicular to the slope. The
mattress is live staked with willow cuttings and secured with coir rope.
The upper bank is graded and planted with riparian trees and shrubs.

Prescription 4 (Incised Channel Infill and Stabilization)

Sandy Overburden

Existing
Eroded
Channel

Varies 1-5 m

~ Backfill with
/ SoillSand Mix

/ of Native Material

/ / Intermediate Contour
Wattle if on 3.0 m or

/

HigherSlope

I~
Brush Layer

_ u • • (Typ.)
. Soil Wrap to

. , / High Water Line
- (Optional)

75 mm Minus .,.~~~
Granular Filter ;t r--y.- .___--.o'

Filter Fabric~

Rounded Native
Creek Bedload /
for Natural Bottom ------

Description
Prescription 4 can be used to rehabilitate eroded gullies and incised
channels by re-establishing and stabilizing the channel bottom grade and
bioengineering the upper banks. The prescription consists of a shot-rock
infill layer to raise the channel grade which is then overlain by a channel
bottom layer of natural stream substrates. Brush layers or conventional
soil fill and planting are used to stabilize and revegetate the lower banks
(were applicable) and the upper banks are sloped back to 2H:1V and
seeded, sodded or erosion matted. The slopes are then live staked and
planted with riparian vegetation.
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Backfill with
Granular Material

~--- Logs Embedded on
Alternating Rows

- - - 300 Dia. (200 Dia.
Minimum) Cedar
Logs or Tim bers
Spiked Together

Anchor with
20 Dla. Rebar

Rock Benchl
Foundation Layer

Erosi on Matt ing

Live Wlilow
Stakes and
Seedin g

Live Cutt ings Interlaced
and Ends Embedded to
Undisturbed Soli

Prescription 6 (Rock Bench and Timber Crib)

Existing
Oversteepened
Bank - ___

Backfill with
Soli and Rock --

Dense Brush Layers
In Openi ngs Between
Timbe r Crib Rows~

Average ~.

High Water

Approximate
Existin g Grade

Existing
Trail

Description
Prescription 5 consists of a rock toe layer and a rock bench combined with
root wads and overlain by brush layers. The soil lifts wrapped in natural coir
fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric) to increase stability and prevent soil
movement. The face of the wrap is live staked and the top of bank is seeded
and planted with riparian species.

Fill Soli Wrap with
Imported Material

Gravel Filter Drain

Subsurface Drain
(If required)

~-- Angular Gravel
Backfill

~~~!)t----- Erosion Matting

Existing
Oversteepened
Bank

Live Willow Stakes
and Seddlng~

Enriched \

Soll~

1 (Min.) ~I.,

'---- Rlprap Toe Bench and
Foundat ion Layer (Bench
Extent SUbject to Bank
Height and Channel
Hydraulic Capacity)

Vegetated Geogr id (Soli Wrap):
Outer Layer- 900 Grade Colr Geogrid
Inner Layer- Non-woven Colr Mat
C126BN (or equivalent)~

Dense Brush Layers (Live Willow
Cutti ngs) Interspaced with 2 Gallon
Willow on 1.6 m OIC (typ.)~

Live Stake Face
Geogrld at 300 mm CIC~

Seed Inside
Soll Wrap - __

Average
High Water

Approximate ~
Existin g Grade

Description
Prescription 6 consists ofa rock toe layer and bench combined with a timber crib or
welded wire wall. The face of the wall is live staked and planted afterbackfilling
with soil. The top of wall could be blended into the bank, seeded and planted with
riparian species. Note: The site would require a geotechnical assessment prior to
implementation.

Prescription 5 (Soil Wrap on Enlarged Bench)

Existing
Trail
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Site Number: 4b (outfall) Priority Rating: Moderate supervision. Monitoring would be required during construction and long-term monitoring for vegetation and stability
may be necessary depending on agency requirements.

Location: Stoney Creek Reach 4 downstream of Tributary 2 on east bank; Site 4b has been divided into two
components: Site 4b (outfall) and Site 4b (bank).

Summary of Problem:
A 2.0 m wide by 10.0 m long gully has formed as a result of stormwater discharge from nearby outfall pipe. Bank
height is approximately 3.5 m and predominantly vertical. The gully enters the east bank of Stoney Creek and is
directly adjacent to Site 4b (eroding 4 m high bank upstream; 20 m in length). Active signs of erosion including
slumping clay and loose vegetation at the gully crest were observed. The bank materials are 2 m of dense clay
overlain by 1.5 m of sandy overburden . Vegetation on the banks is sparse. There is no immediate risk to property or
infrast ructure and the erosion is considered moderate downcutting caused by flow over the clay substrates . The site
is a chronic source of fine sediment. Natural stabilization will not occur.

Site Access:
Access is considered good for small excavators or rubber tired backhoes through the B.C. Hydro right-of-way from the
east. Some small trees and brush restrict direct vehicle access.

Prelim inary Materials! Equip ment Li st:

Mater ials :
• 600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
• 75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
• 900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric (optional)
• 1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cutt ings for brush layers (and optional wattles) (available at powerline site)
• 0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
• Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
• siqns and security fenc lnq
Equipment:
• Rock layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor ,

erosion control materials.

Location: Stoney Creek Reach 4 downstream of Tributary 2.

Preliminary Co st Estimate: $15,000 to $22,000 ($1500 to $2200 per li near meter)
Demonstration! Volunteer Involvement:
The site has moderate to low potential as a demonstration project because of lack of access and poor opportunity to
incorporate fish habitat features. Severity of erosion and relatively high bank height make the site challenging for
volunteer involvement, however, planting of the upper banks after gully bottom stabilization and some bioengineering
components may be done by volunteers with some training and supervision. Machine related tasks should be
performed by experienced contractors.

Site Number: 4b (bank) Priority Rating: Moderate

Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential:
Low. Overall benefit from reduction of fine sediment and reduced potential for larger scale failure. Potential inclusion
of biofiltration wetland in B.C. Hydro right-of-way may increase indirect fish habitat value and SUitability as a
demonstration project.

Bioengineering Prescription

Prescription 4 - Channel Infi ll and Brush Layered Upper Bank
This method can be used in gullies and incised channels to rehabilitate by establishing the channel bottom grade and
bioengineering the banks. The prescription consists of a shot-rock infilliayer to raise the channel grade which is then
overlain by a channel bottom layer of natural stream bedload . Larger rounded material is used over each slope toe.
The flattened side slopes are then planted with brush layers on the lower banks (were applicable) and the upper
banks are sloped back to 2H:1V and seeded, sodded or erosion matted . The slopes are then live staked and planted
with riparian vegetation. On certain sites, soil wraps (Prescription 1) and upper slope wattles (Prescription 2) can be
incorporated where condit ions warrant.

Method:
1. The bank would be excavated back to achieve a minimum slope of 1 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 :1). The shot-rock

layer would then be installed by excavator and hand locked .
2. The new natural creek bed would be placed over the shot-rock layer and a granular filter layer installed on each

bank.
3. Brush layers are installed on the lower banks (and covered with fabric if required).
4. The upper banks are then live and are planted and seeded with riparian species. The site would then be signed

and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring :
A portion of the works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the
fisheries window (typically July 15 to September 15). Site works are anticipated to require some form of
environmental protection measures and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and

Summary of Problem:
The site is a 4 m high, 10 to 15 m long laterally eroding bank (near vertical) on the east bank of Stoney Creek (Site
4b-outtall) is immed iately downstream). The bank materials are 2 m of dense clay overlain by 1.5 to 2.0 m of sandy
overburden. Vegetation on the banks is sparse except on the upper bank. There is no immediate risk to property or
infrastructure and the erosion is considered moderate and caused by sediment loading of the reach in combination
with natural erosion.

Site Access :
The site is located reasonably close to road to east and access is considered good for small excavators or rubber
tired backhoes. Some small trees and brush restrict direct vehicle access without brushing out a access route.

Demonstration! Voluntee r Invo lvement:
The demonstration potential is considered low-moderate. Severity of erosion and relatively high bank height make the
site challenging for volunteer involvement, however, planting of the upper banks (after slope toe stabilization and
Newbury weir installation) and some bioengineering components may be done by volunteers with some training and
supervision. Machine related tasks should be performed by experienced contractors. Because of the proximity to
public trails the demonstration potential is considered good.

Fish Habitat Enhancemen t Potential:
Incorporation of large woody debris into futu re works is a possibility. An existing boulder cluster could be converted
into a Newbury weir site to control channel downcutting. Overall potential considered moderate.

Bioengineering Presc ript ion

Given the natu re of the lower bank (dense clay) only one prescription is recommended for this site in combination with
a Newbury weir enhancement.
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Description: Prescription 1- Soil Wrap

This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with root wads (optional) and overlain by brush layers and soil lifts
wrapped in natural coir fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric) . The face of the wrap is live staked and. the top of ba.nk is
seeded and planted with riparian species. Note: A subsurface drainage layer may be required along with a
geotechnical assessment prior to project implementation.

Method:
1. Modify the existing boulder cluster at the downstream end of the site and install a Newbury weir for grade control.

This will set the grade for the slope toe rock layer in step 2.
2. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 .5:1). The toe

rock layer and root wads (if included) would then be installed by excavator and hand locked. . .
3. Brush layers are laid out and covered with fabric. A soil lift is placed and compacted and then the fabnc IS

wrapped over and staked down. This the brush layer / soil wrap process is repeated to the high water mark and
then the top of bank is sloped back.

4. The face of the wraps are then live staked and the banks are planted and seeded with riparian species and the
site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection meas~res

and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision . Monitoring would be required
during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.

Preliminary Materials ! Equ ipment Li st:

Materials :
• 600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
• Western redcedar root wads (minimum 3 m long) (optional)
• 75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer
• 900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric
• 1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (available at powerline site)
• 0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
• Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
• s lcns and security fenclnq

The site is located close to a trail and access is considered good for small excavators or rubber tired backhoes.
Several small alder trees restrict direct vehicle access.

Demonstration! Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the proximity to public trails and the moderate nature of the erosion, the demonstration potential is
considered excellent. Moderate severity of erosion and relatively low bank height make the site suitable for volunteer
involvement. Planting and many bioengineering components may be done by volunteers with some training and
supervision, however, some machine related tasks should be performed by experienced contractors.

Fish Habitat Enhanceme nt Potential :
Incorporation of large woody debris into future works is recommended.

Bioengineering Prescript ions

Three prescription methods are recommended options as follows: 1. Soil Wrap (vegetated geogrid), 2. Contour wattle
and bank revegetation and 3. Brush mattress.

Opti on 1: Prescr iption 1- Soil Wrap
This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with root wads and overlain by brush layers and soil lifts wrapped
in natural coir fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric). The face of the wrap is live staked and the top of bank is seeded
and planted with riparian species.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 .5:1). The toe

rock layer and root wads would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. Brush layers are laid out and covered with fabric . A soil lift is placed and compacted and then the fabric is

wrapped over and staked down. This the brush layer! soil wrap process is repeated to the high water mark and
then the top of bank is sloped back.

3. The face of the wraps are then live staked and the banks are planted and seeded with riparian species and the
site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Monitoring would be required
during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $11,000 to $14,000 ($730 to $930 per lin ear meter)

Location: Stoney Creek Reach 4 downstream of Tributary 2.

Equipment:
• Newbury weir and rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks.

Small tools, compactor, erosion control materials.

Summary of Problem:
The site is a 2 m high, 30 m long laterally eroding bank (near vertical) on the west bank of Stoney Creek. The bank
materials are 1 t01.5 m of sandy clay and overlain by 300-400 mm of soil. Vegetation on the banks is sparse. There
is no immediate risk to property or infrastructure and the erosion is considered moderate lateral erosion caused by
sediment loading of the reach in combination with natural erosion.

Preliminary Materials ! Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
cedar root wads (minimum 3 m long)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
siqns and security fencing

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $15,000 to $19,000 ($500 to 630 per linear meter)

Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Priority Rating : ModerateSite Number: 4c

Site Access:
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Option 2: Prescription 2 - Contour Wattle

This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with bundled willow wattle fascines placed on the contour along the
bank. Below high water the wattles will be formed into a grid with vertical wattles. The interior of the grid is planted as
well as the upper bank.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1.5:1). The rock

toe section would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. Contour wattles would be tied together and installed and live stake anchored on the bank followed by the vertical

wattles to form a grid.
3. The interior of the grid is then backfilled seeded, sodded or erosion matted. . . .
4. The wattles and grid spaces are then is live staked and the top of bank is seeded and planted with npanan

species and the site would be signed and fenced .

Preliminary Materials I Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
2 m to 4 m long willow cuttings for brush mattress (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
coir rope
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
siqns and security fencinq
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks . Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $12,000 to $16,000 ($400 to $530 per linear meter)

Location: Stoney Creek Reach 4 downstream of Tributary 2.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
(see above)

Preliminary Materials I Equipment List:

Site Number: 4d Priority Rating: Moderate

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
2 m to 4 m long willow cuttings for wattles (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
sod and erosion matting
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
sians and security tencinq
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $14,000 to $18,000 ($470 to $600 per linear meter)

Option 3: Prescription 3 - Brush Mattress

This method consists of a rock toe layer combined a brush mattress of willow layed perpendicular to the slope. The
mattress is live staked down and secured with coir rope.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1.5:1). The rock

toe section would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. A 300 mm thick mattress of willow is installed and live stake anchored to the bank

3. The mattress is secured to the back with coir rope attached to notches in the live stakes.
4. The top of bank is seeded and planted with riparian species and the site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
(see above)

Summary of Problem:
The site is a 2 m high, 15 m long laterally eroding bank (near vertical) on the west bank of Stoney Creek. The bank
materials are 1 t01.5 m of sands, silts and overlain by 300-400 mm of soil. Vegetation on the banks is sparse . There
is no immediate risk to property or infrastructure and the erosion is considered moderate lateral erosion caused by
sediment loading of the reach in combination with natural erosion. Excellent fish habitat exists on the opposite (east)
bank at the upstream end of the site. This site is also closely related to Site 4c (downstream) and could be done as
the same project.

Site Access:
The site is located close to a trail and access is considered good for small excavators or rubber tired backhoes.
Several small alder trees restrict direct vehicle access .

Demonstrationl Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the proximity to public trails and the moderate nature of the erosion, the demonstration potential is
considered good . Moderate severity of erosion and relatively low bank height make the site suitable for volunteer
involvement. Planting and many bioengineering components may be done by volunteers with some training and
supervision, however, some machine related tasks should be performed by experienced contractors.

Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential:
Incorporation of large woody debris into future works is recommended.

Bioengineering Prescriptions

Three prescription methods are recommended options as follows : 1. Soil Wrap (vegetated geogrid) , 2. Contour wattle
and bank revegetation and 3. Brush mattress.

Option 1: Prescription 1- Soil Wrap
This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with root wads and overlain by brush layers and soil lifts wrapped
in natural coir fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric) . The face of the wrap is live staked and the top of bank is seeded
and planted with riparian species.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1.5:1). The toe

rock layer and root wads would then be installed by excavator and hand locked .
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2. Brush layers are laid out and covered with fabric . A soil lift is placed and compacted and then the fabric is
wrapped over and staked down. This the brush layer / soil wrap process is repeated to the high water mark and
then the top of bank is sloped back.

3. The face of the wraps are then live staked and the banks are planted and seeded with riparian species and the
site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Monitoring would be required
during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.

Preliminary Materials / Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
cedar root wads (minimum 3 m long)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
signs and security fenclnq
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials .

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $8000 to $10,000 ($530 to $670 per meter)

Option 2: Prescription 2- Contour Wattle

This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with bundled willow wattle fascines placed on the contour along the
bank. Below high water the wattles will be formed into a grid with vertical wattles. The interior of the grid is planted as
well as the upper bank.

Method:

1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1.5:1). The rock
toe section would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.

2. Contour wattles would be tied together and installed and live stake anchored on the bank followed by the vertical
wattles to form a grid.

3. The interior of the grid is then backfilled seeded, sodded or erosion matted.
4. The wattles and grid spaces are then live staked and the top of bank is seeded and planted with riparian species

and the site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:

Preliminary Materials / Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
2 m to 4 m long willow cuttings for wattles (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow , dogwood cuttings for live stakes
sod and erosion matting
signs and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks . Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $700 - $9500 ($470 to 630 per linear meter)

Option 3: Prescription 3- Brush Mattress
This method consists of a rock toe layer combined a brush mattress of willow layed perpendicular to the slope. The
mattress is live staked down and secured with coir rope.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1.5:1). The rock

toe section would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. A 300 mm thick mattress of willow is installed and live stake anchored to the bank

3. The mattress is secured to the back with coir rope attached to notches in the live stakes.
4. The top of bank is seeded and planted with riparian species and the site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken durinq the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Where possible brush
mattress installation should be undertaken during the dormant season (subject to agency approval). Monitoring would
be required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on
agency requirements.

Preliminary Materials / Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
2 m to 4 m long willow cuttings for brush mattress (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
coir rope
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
signs and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $6,000 to $8,000 ($400 to $530 per linear meter)The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Where possible wattle
installation should be undertaken during the dormant season (subject to agency approval). Monitoring would be
required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on
agency requirements.
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Location: East bank of Stoney Creek Reach 4 upstream of Tributary 2 at bend. Site Number: 4f Priority Rating: Moderate

Summary of Problem:
The site is a 2 m high, 8 m long laterally eroding bank on the east bank of Stoney Creek. Three rootwads including a
large western redcedar rootwad greater than 1.5 m in diameter have been installed to protect the bank, and enhance
fish habitat. The rootwads are cabled together and deadman anchours may have been used. Lack of rock protection
surrounding the rootwads and poor revegetation of the site increases susceptibility to continued erosion. The bank
materials are 1 t01.5 m of sandy clay and overlain by 300-400 mm of soil. Vegetation on the banks is sparse. There
is a moderate risk to trail adjacent to the site. The erosion is considered moderate lateral erosion caused by sediment
loading of the reach in combinat ion with natural erosion. While the installation of the rootwads has slowed erosion in
the middle of the meander bend, the creek has begun to outflank the rootwads and cause undercutting and erosion
upstream and downstream of the installation.

Site Access:
Access is only considered good using the cleared access constructed in 1999 and the trail surface. Small excavators
or rubber tired backhoes cannot use the pedestrian footbridge.

Demon strat ionl Volu nteer Involvement:
Because of the proximity to public trails and the moderate nature of the erosion, the demonstration potential is
considered good. Moderate severity of erosion and relatively low bank height make the site suitable for volunteer
involvement. Planting and many bioengineering components may be done by volunteers with some training and
supervision , however, some machine related tasks should be perfonned by experienced contractors.

Fish Habi tat Enhancement Potential:
The existing rootwads are a valuable fish habitat feature; revegetation will increase overhead cover.

Bioengineering Prescription

Install riprap on the middle bank surrounding, and within, the rootwad installation. Lower voids of the rootwad should
not be infilled. Riprap bank protection should be extended upstream 10 m with a toe trench and bendway spur. Soil
infill should be used on the upper bank and riparian plantings should be installed. Backfill over riprap with native
stream substrates as much as possible. The City of Burnaby should investigate relocating trail away from stream.

Schedule, Approval and Monito ring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some fonn of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Monitoring would be required
during construction and long tenn monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.

Preliminary Materials I Equ ipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
sandy topsoil
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
signs and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock toe layer and spurs would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools,
compactor, erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $3,000 to $4,000 ($400 to $450 per linear meter)

Location: Stoney Creek Reach 4 upstream of Tributary 2 adjacent to school playing field.

Summary of Problem:
The site is a 1.5 m high, 20 m long laterally eroding bank (near vertical) on the west bank of Stoney Creek. The bank
materials are 1 t01.3 m of sands, silts and overlain by 300-400 mm of soil. Vegetation on the banks is sparse. There
is no immediate risk to property or infrastructure and the erosion is considered moderate lateral erosion caused by
sediment loading of the reach in combination with natural erosion. Excellent fish habitat exists at the upstream end of
the site where a large woody debris jam exists. A large scour hole exists in the bend which has now been filled with
creek bedload.

Site Access:
The site is located away from the trail and playing field and access is considered poor for small excavators or rubber
tired backhoes. Several small alder trees restrict direct vehicle access and would need to be removed to facilitate
access.

Demonstrat ionl Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the distance from public trails and the moderate nature of the erosion, the demonstration potential is
considered poor although moderate severity of erosion and relatively low bank height make the site suitable for
volunteer involvement. Machine related tasks should be performed by experienced contractors.

Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential:
Incorporation of large woody debris into future works (possible side pond) is recommended .

Bioengineering Prescriptions

Three prescription methods are recommended options as follows: 1. Soil Wrap (vegetated geogrid) , 2. Contour wattle
and bank revegetation and 3. Brush mattress.

Option 1: Prescription 1- Soil Wrap
This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with root wads and overlain by brush layers and soil lifts wrapped
in natural coir fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric). The face of the wrap is live staked and the top of bank is seeded
and planted with riparian species.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 .5:1). The toe

rock layer and root wads would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. Brush layers are laid out and covered with fabric. A soil lift is placed and compacted and then the fabric is

wrapped over and staked down. This the brush layer I soil wrap process is repeated to the high water mark and
then the top of bank is sloped back.

3. The face of the wraps are then live staked and the banks are planted and seeded with riparian species and the
site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some fonn of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision . Monitoring would be required
during construction and long tenn monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.
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Prel iminary Materials I Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
cedar root wads (minimum 3 m long)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
signs and security fenclnq
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cos t Estimate: $12,000 to $16,000 ($600 to $800 per linear meter)

Option 2: Prescription 2- Contour Wattle
This method consists of a rock toe layer combined with bundled willow wattle fascines placed on the contour along the
bank. Below high water the wattles will be formed into a grid with vertical wattles. The interior of the grid is planted as
well as the upper bank.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 .5:1). The rock

toe section would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. Contour wattles would be tied together and installed and live stake anchored on the bank followed by the vertical

wattles to form a grid.
3. The interior of the grid is then backfilled seeded, sodded or erosion matted.
4. The wattles and grid spaces are then live staked and the top of bank is seeded and planted with riparian species

and the site would be signed and fenced.

Option 3: Prescription 3- Brush Mattress
This method consists of a rock toe layer combined a brush mattress of willow layed perpendicular to the slope. The
mattress is live staked down and secured with coir rope.

Meth od :
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 .5:1). The rock

toe section would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. A 300 mm thick mattress of willow is installed and live stake anchored to the bank
3. The mattress is secured to the back with coir rope attached to notches in the live stakes.
4. The top of bank is seeded and planted with riparian species and the site would be signed and fenced .

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring :
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision . Where possible brush
mattress installation should be undertaken during the dormant season (subject to agency approval). Monitoring would
be required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on
agency requirements .

Prelimi nary Materials I Equipment List :

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
2 m to 4 m long willow cuttings for brush mattress (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
coir rope
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
Signs and security fencing
Equ ipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor ,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $10,000 to $14,000 ($500 to $700 per linear meter)

Locat ion: Stoney Creek Reach 4 upstream of Tributary 2 in BC Hydro Right of Way.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervlsion. Where possible wattle
installation should be undertaken during the dormant season (subject to agency approval). Monitoring would be
required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on .
agency requirements.

Site Number: 4h Priority Rating: High

Prel iminary Materials I Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
2 m to 4 m long willow cuttings for wattles (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
sod and erosion matting
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
slans and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Prelimi nary Cost Estimate : $11,000 to $15,000 ($550 to $750 per linear meter)

Sum mary of Problem:
The site is a 5 m high, 30 m long laterally eroding bank (near vertical) on the east bank of Stoney Creek. The bank
materials are 3 to 4 m of dense clay overlain by 1 t01.5 m of gravels, sands and silts and overlain by 300-400 mm of
soil. Vegetation on the banks is sparse, however, there is dense vegetation of poor riparian quality on the top of bank.
There is no immediate risk to property or infrastructure. The erosion is considered severe and is contributing
substantial sediment to the creek.

Site Access:
The site is located near a road down a sleep slope and access is considered poor for small excavators or rubber tired
backhoes.

Demonstrationl Volunteer Involvement:
The site is quite remote and the bank is considered too high and unstable to involve volunteers except for final
planting.
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Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential:
Incorporation of large woody debris into future works is recommended.

Bioengineering Prescription

Description: Prescription 1- Soil Wrap
Due to the severity of erosion at this site, only Prescription 1 is considered an adequate solution for this site. This
method consists of a rock toe layer combined with root wads and overlain by brush layers and soil lifts wrapped in
natural coir fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric). The face of the wrap is live staked and the top of bank is seeded and
planted with riparian species. Note: This site would require a geotechnical assessment prior to implementation.

Method:
1. The bank would be partially excavated to achieve a minimum slope of 1.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 .5:1). The toe

rock layer and root wads would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. Brush layers are laid out and covered with fabric. A soil lift is placed and compacted and then the fabric is

wrapped over and staked down. This the brush layer I soil wrap process is repeated to the high water mark and
then the top of bank is sloped back.

3. The face of the wraps are then live staked and the banks are planted and seeded with riparian species and the
site would be signed and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures.
Monitoring would be required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may' be
necessary depending on agency requirements.

Preliminary Materials! Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
Western redcedar root wads (minimum 3 m long)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
Signs and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $23,000 to $28,000 ($770 to $930 per linear mete r)

channel slope and bed are mainly dense clay and the upper bank is mainly a thin veneer of forest overburden.
Vegetation on the banks is sparse on the slump. The pool is considered excellent fish habitat. There is potential risk
to property if the slope continues to undercut. It is understood that the GVRD is monitoring this area for signs of
further deterioration.

Site Access:
The site is located close to a trail and access is considered good to moderate for small excavators or rubber tired
backhoes. Recent planting could be trampled durinq future works.

Demonstration! Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the proximity to public trails and the moderate nature of the erosion, the demonstration potential is
considered good. Severity of erosion and relatively high bank height (8-10 m) make the site difficult for volunteer
involvement. Planting and many bioengineer ing components may be done by volunteers with some training and
supervision, however, some machine related tasks should be performed by experienced contractors, particularly the
installation of shot-rock infill and site grading.

Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential :
Moderate, some woody debris could be incorporated during channel construction, however, any prescription works
would remove some of the existing pool habitat.

Bioengineerin g Prescription

Option 1: Presc ri ption 5 - Soil Wrap on Enla rged Bench
This method consists of a rock toe layer and a rock bench combined with root wads and overlain by brush layers and
soil lifts wrapped in natural coir fabrics (geogrid and woven fabric). The face of the wrap is live staked and the top of
bank is seeded and planted with riparian species. Note: This site would require a geotechnical assessment prior to
implementation to confirm the overall bank stability. The site should also be reviewed to ensure that willow brush
layers would be feasible given light conditions at the site.

Method :
1. The toe rock layer , side bench and root wads would then be installed by excavator and hand locked. This would

reduce the size of the pool at this location.
2. Brush layers are laid out and covered with fabric. A soil lift is placed and compacted and then the fabric is

wrapped over and staked down. This the brush layer I soil wrap process is repeated to the high water mark and
then the top of bank is sloped back.

3. The face of the wraps are then live staked and the banks are planted and seeded with riparian species and the
site would be signed and fenced .

Schedu le, Approval and Monitori ng :
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures.
Monitoring would be required durinq construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be
necessary depending on agency requirements.

Preliminary Materials ! Equ ipment List:

Location: Reach 5 upstream of Lyndhurst St on west bank; adjacent to downstream Newbury Weir

Summary of Problem:
The site is a large rotational slump caused by a large cottonwood tree which toppled a few years ago. The area of
instability is approximately 10 m wide by 5.0 m high bank on the west side of the main stem in Reach 5. Boulders
have been placed in the large pool adjacent to the slope to try and deflect flows during high velocity periods. The

Site Number: Sa Priority Rat ing: Low
Mater ials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
cedar root wads (minimum 3 m long)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
si ns and securit fencin
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Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Est imate: $14,000 to $19,000 ($1,400 to $1,900 per linear meter)

Option 2: Prescrip t ion 6 - Rock Bench and Timber Crib
This method consists of a rock toe layer and bench combined with a timber crib or welded wire wall. The face of the
wall is live staked and planted after backfilling with soil. The top of wall could be blended into the bank, seeded and
planted with riparian species. Note: This site would require a geotechnical assessment prior to implementation.

Meth od :
1. The toe rock layer and bench would be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. The timber crib or welded wire wall would be installed on top of the rock bench and backfilled with soil and gravel.
3. The face of the wall would then be then live staked, planted and seeded with riparian species and the site would

be signed and fenced.

Schedule , Ap proval and Monitoring :
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures.
Monitoring would be required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be
necessary depending on agency requirements.

Prel iminary Materials! Equipment Li st:

Materia ls :
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
cedar root wads (minimum 3 m long)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
200 mm x 200 x timbers (cedar or pressure treated) or welded wire frames
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
si ns and securit fencin
Equipment:
Rock toe layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Prel iminary Cost Esti mate: $18,000 to $25,000 ($1,800 to $2,500 per linear meter)

Site Number: 5b

Site Access :
The site is located close to a trail and access is considered good to moderate for small excavators or rubber tired
backhoes.

Demonstration! Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the proximity to public trails and the moderate nature of the erosion, the demonstration potential is
considered good, however, severity of erosion and the type of solution make the site difficult for volunteer
involvement. may be done by volunteers with some training and supervision, however, machine related tasks should
be performed by experienced contractors, particularly the installation of shot-rock infill

Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential:
Moderate, some woody debris could be incorporated during channel constructio n, however, any prescription works
would remove some of the existing pool habitat.

Bioengineer ing Prescription

Descript ion : Prescription 7 - Weir Installation and Toe Protection
This method consists of a the installation of additional Newbury weirs to further control channel down cutting in the
area. A rock toe layer would also be added along the west bank to buttress the toe of slope. A small planting bench
could be installed along the slope toe. Note: This site would require a geotechnical assessment prior to
implementation to confirm the overall bank stability. The site should also be reviewed to ensure that plantings would
be feasible given light conditions at the site.

Schedule, Ap proval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some term of environmental protection measures.
Monitoring would be required during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be
necessary depending on agency requirements.

Prelim inary Materia ls! Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
siuns and security fencinu
EqUipment:
Rock toe layer and weirs would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools,
compactor, erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $19,000 to $33,000

Location: Reach 5 upstream of Lyndhurst St on west bank. Site Number: 6a Priority Rating: Moderate
Summary of Problem:
The site is erosion of the steep clay bank on the west side of Reach 5 immediately upstream of Site Sa. The area of
instability is approximately 50 m long by 3 to 5 m high. Some trees along this area are showing preliminary signs of
collapse. A Newbury weir has been placed just upstream of the site. The channel slope and bed are mainly dense
clay and the upper bank is mainly a thin veneer of forest overburden. Vegetation on the banks is sparse on the lower
slope. The pool adjacent is considered good fish habitat. There is potential risk to property if the slope continues to
undercut. It is understood that the GVRD is monitoring this area for signs of further deterioration.

Location: Reach 6 Relocated channel adjacent to Tributary 3.

Summary of Problem:
The site is a long section of relocated channel approximately 500 m long. The area is along straight section of
channel with poor habitat. The channel is severely incised but has stabilized somewhat when channel down cutting
reached the clay layer underlying more erodable materials. Vegetation on the banks is sparse on the lower slope.
There is potential risk to the GVRD sewer if the channel continues to undercut and move laterally in spots. The
upstream section of the channel has been stabilized somewhat with the installation of precast concrete curbs along
the toe of the channel. It is understood that the GVRD is monitoring this area for signs of further deterioration.
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Site Access:
The site is located close to a trail and access is considered good to moderate for small excavators or rubber tired
backhoes.

Demonstration! Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the magnitude and complexity of this project, the potential for volunteer involvement is limited, however,
the potential for meandering and channel complexing of future channel works could provide a good opportunity for a
demonstrati on project of major scale .

Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
siqns and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preli minary Cost Estimate: $600,000 to $800,000 ($1,200 to $1,600 per lin ear meter)

Locat ion : Tributary 3 near Reach 6 of main stem to Gaglardi Way.

Fish Habitat Enhancement Potential :
Good, some woody debris could be incorporated during channel construction, meandering and channel complexing if
realignment possible.

Site Number: T3a,b Priority Rating: High

Bioengineering Prescription

Description : Prescription 4 - Incised Channellnfill
For this scale of site, this prescription is considered to only be a guiding concept for a future reconstruction of the
channel along this reach. This prescription would act as a template for a feasibility assessment of potential to
meander and complex the channel. Future realignment would be part of a future channel rehabilitation possibly in
conjunction with a stormwater detention facility as recommended by the ISMSSCW.

This method can be utilized in incised channels to rehabilitate by establishing the channel bottom control grade and
bioengineering the banks. The prescription consists of a shot-rock infilliayer to bring the channel grade which is then
overlain by a channel bottom layer of natural creek bedload. Larger rounded material is used over each slope toe.
The flattened side slopes are then planted with brush layers on the lower banks (were applicable) and the upper
banks are sloped back to 2H:1V and seeded, sodded or erosion matted. The slopes are then live staked and planted
with riparian vegetation. On certain sites, soil wraps (Prescription 1) and upper slope wattles (Prescription 2) can be
incorporated where conditions warrant.

Method:
1. The bank would be excavated back to achieve a minimum slope of 1 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 :1). The shot-rock

layer would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
2. The new natural creek bed would be placed over the shot-rock layer and a granular filter layer installed on each

bank.
3. Brush layers are installed on the lower banks ( and covered with fabric if required).
4. The upper banks are then live and are planted and seeded with riparian species. The site would then be signed

and fenced .

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring :

The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Monitoring would be required
during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.

Preliminary Materials ! Equipment List:

Materia ls:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric (optional)
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (and optional wattles) (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes

ICIJI_J IICIIICI II :-" _

Summary of Problem:
The site is a highly unstable section of channel from the confluence of Tributary 3 and the main stem of Stoney Creek
to Gaglardi Way (300 to 400 m). This area along with T3b is the most highly erosive on the creek system. The
channel is deeply incised (3 to 5 rn) and is meandering and eroding laterally resulting in suspended large woody
debris above the channel, unvegetated vertical banks and heavy sedimentation of the stream bed. There is no
observed risk to property, however, impacts to fish habitat downstream can be considered substantial. The erosion
through this section is very active and very severe for the Vancouver area.

Site Access:
The site is located away from access points and will be very difficult to reach with heavy equipment. Part of any
feasibility study should include access potential access routes

Demonstrat ion! Volunteer Involvement:
Because of the location, magnitude and complexity of this project, the potential for voluntee r involvement is limited.

Fish Habitat Enhancement Pote ntial:
Good if future channel alignment includes meanders, woody debris and channel complexing.

Bioengineerin g Prescription

Description: Prescr iption 4 -Incised Channellnfill

For this scale of site, this prescription is considered to only be a guiding concept for a future reconstruction of the
channel along this reach. This prescription would act as a template for a feasibility assessment of potential to
meander and complex the channel. Future realignment would be part of a future channel rehabilitation possibly in
conjunction with a stormwater detention facility as recommended by the ISMSSCW. While this prescription is one
solution to this problem, the total reconstruction of the channel in an other location to facilitate construction 'in the dry'
should be considered.

This method can be utilized in incised channels to rehabilitate by establishing the channel bottom control grade and
bioengineering the banks. The prescription consists of a shot-rock infill layer to bring the channel grade which is then
overlain by a channel bottom layer of natural creek bedload. Larger rounded material is used over each slope toe.
The flattened side slopes are then planted with brush layers on the lower banks (were applicable) and the upper
banks are sloped back to 2H:1V and seeded, sodded or erosion matted. The slopes are then live staked and planted
with riparian vegetati on. On certain sites, soil wraps (Prescription 1) and upper slope wattles (Prescription 2) can be
incorporated where conditions warrant.

Method:
1. The bank would be excavated back to achieve a minimum slope of 1 horizontal to 1 vertical (1 :1). The shot-rock

layer would then be installed by excavator and hand locked.
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2. The new natural creek bed would be placed over the shot-roc k layer and a granular filter layer installed on each
bank.

3. Brush layers are installed on the lower banks ( and covered with fabric if required) .
4. The upper banks are then live and are planted and seeded with riparian species. The site would then be signed

and fenced.

Schedule, Approval and Monitoring:
The works are instream and would require a Section 9 Approval and could be undertaken during the fisheries window
(typically July 15 to September 15). Instream works would require some form of environmental protection measures
and implementation by volunteers would need preconstruction training and supervision. Monitoring would be required
during construction and long term monitoring for vegetation and stability may be necessary depending on agency
requirements.

Preliminary Materials / Equipment List:

Materials:
600 to 900 mm diameter (minus) riprap rock (depending on design velocities)
75 mm minus pit run gravel for filter layer (optional)
900 grade coir geogrid and non-woven coir mat fabric (optional)
1.5 m to 3.0 m long willow cuttings for brush layers (and optional watt les) (available at powerline site)
0.5 m willow, dogwood cuttings for live stakes
Coastal reclamation seed mix; nursery grown container stock (see Section 2.4.2 for recommended species)
signs and security fencing
Equipment:
Rock layer would require a small excavator or rubber tire backhoe and dump trucks. Small tools, compactor,
erosion control materials.

Preliminary Cost Estimate: $560,000 to $720,000 ($1,400 to $1,800 per linear meter)
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Third, the bank height (1.2 to 1.8 m) and bank materials are relatively
easy to work with compared to several larger clay dominated erosion
sites elsewhere in Reaches 1, 4 or 5. Both sites in Reach 4 are
appropriate for volunteer involvement such as soil placement,
procurement and processing of willow live cuttings, and revegetation.
Last, the sites are suitable for incorporating rootwads into the lower
bank protection and improving fish habitat. This may make it easier to
acquire funding than for projects with less tangible benefits to fish
habitat.

Several bank erosion sites in Reach 4, particularly Sites 4c and 4d, are
ideal for volunteer-based bioengineering for several reasons . First, they
are chronic erosion sites that are likely to worsen rather than restabilize
over time. Second, they are high profile park sites with adjacent
recreational trails that can be used for site access. Demonstration
projects are an important method of raising awareness of bioengineering
as an effective stabilization method in urban watersheds, as well as the
importance of restoring natural areas among park users and residents.
As a report by the US Environmental Protection Agency states: "
Demonstration projects provide the most useful educational tool for the
promotion ofrestoration projects. When physical proofofthe benefits
ofland restoration is available, people are more likely to support and
adopt restoration programs." (Conin, 1991).

Site Selection - Use of Demonstration Projects

• Some bioengineering projects can be complex to construct and
should only be undertaken by experienced contractors. Wrap
structures in particular, can be difficult to construct properly with
limited machine access.

• Because instream work windows in coastal B.C . fall outside the
dormant season for plants (generally November to March), ensuring
good establishment of willow and other live cuttings can be difficult.
Other projects in the Lower Mainland have successfully used willow
harvested in August and September but only with proper handling.
Other techniques include mixed container stock 1live cutting
installations which include nursery grown stock within the structure,
or the purchase of willow material held in cold storage. Some
planting can also be done in the dormant season following the initial
construction. It may also be appropriate for the SCEC to construct

Because ofthe complexity ofjurisdictions in the watershed , the Stoney
Creek Environment Committee must work with the City of Burnaby,
GVRD and other groups to refine, fund and implement bioengineering
projects. We have noted the priority of each project in Table 8 and in
Figure 8. A meeting should be held to review the findings and
recommendations of this report, and to develop a strategy for
prioritizing, planning, and implementing restoration projects over the
next three to five years. This should include a clear delegation of roles
and responsibilities for future work amongst organizations and
individuals, as well as a structure for keeping all participants informed.

5.3 Responsibilities

There are several issues that invariably develop during the planning and
implementation of bioengineering projects. In particular, construction
timing, construction complexity, environmental protection during
construction, project approvals and projects costs should be discussed.
More specifically:

• Bioengineering projects, despite their "green" approach, typically
involve channel modification, limited access for heavy machinery
and a disruptive construction period. All of the projects discussed in
this report are within 15 m of a watercourse and will require
approval from both MELP and DFO. Some will require an
environmental monitor and specific measures for sediment and
erosion control and stream diversion during construction will need to
be identified.

5.4 Implementation Issues

'. .

Monitor success ofproject anddissemiiJate evaluation
results

Implement with volunteer involvement and / or contractor

Review study findings, priorities and recommendations and
choose an appropriate demonstration project for short-term
implementation (2000 to 2001).

Develop design to level ofdetail appropriate for DFO / MELP
approval process, City of Burnaby engineering
requirements and construction.

Acquire funding for implementation through government or
other sources
Receive'approval from DFO, MELP, City ofBurnaby and

. others

StepS.

Step 4.

Step 3.

Step 1.

Step 2.

5.2

We recommend that the SCEC adopt the short-term goal of refming,
funding and implementing one or two bioengineering projects in Stoney
Creek Park in 2000/2001. The primary objectives of the initial projects
will be to demonstrate bioengineering techniques to organizations in the
Stoney Creek watershed, and to train members of the SCEC on the
organization and implementation aspects of bioengineering projects. Over
the next six months there will be five key steps for the SCEC to take:

5.1 Next Steps

• The responsibility of different organizations (e.g., City of Burnaby and
neighbouring municipalities, SFU, GVRD, B.C. Hydro) for addressing
the effects of urban development on Stoney Creek;

• The level of expertise, funding and commitment of the SCEC for
implementing relatively complex and sometimes costly bioengineering
projects;

• The choice of specific bioengineering projects given the priorities of
the SCEC, site ownership and the ecological values of different areas
of Stoney Creek; and

• The long-term monitoring and maintenance ofbioengineering projects .

As the preceding sections have described, bioengineering and riparian
restoration are effective methods for improving fish habitat and the
ecological health of Stoney Creek. Many projects are within the scope
and expertise of the Stoney Creek Environment Committee to plan and
implement, while others, particularly the most severe erosion sites, are
better addressed by the City of Burnaby, SFU, MOTH, GVRD and
private landowners. This section describes the next steps in developing
and implementing bioengineering projects, and provides a summary of
recommendations on bioengineering and riparian restoration. A
preliminary list of fish habitat enhancement opportunities are noted, and
potential monitoring activities are described.

There are both short- and long-term issues that the Stoney Creek
Environment Committee will need to address before implementing any
bioengineering projects. Key issues to discuss include:

5. PROJECT PLANNING AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Reach 6 Stabilization and restructuring of entire Rea ch 6 channe l
including channel infi", meanders , complex LWD and
Newbury weirs

Inclusion of off-channel fish habitat / access into
stormwate r detention facility

Possible creation of off-channe l pond on east side of
strea m in forest patch adjacent to Broadway? (old
channel location?)

Reach 7 Improveme nt of fi sh passage at North Road?

Reach 8 No projects identified

Tributary 1 Potential removal of railway sp ur, land acquisition and
restoration of Tri butary 1 stream channe l includinq
complex channel st ructure (large wood, meanders, etc .);

Tributary 2 Develop off-channel pond at mouth of stream

Removal of concrete flume and recreation of natural
channel upstream from Beaverbrook Crescent

Tributary 3 Stabilization and restruct uring of Tri butary 3 downstrea m
of Gaglardi Way including cre ation of complex instream
habitat.

Tributary 4 No fish habitat enhanceme nt projects identified

some projects outside the typical fisheries work window with
appropriate environmental protection measures.

• Construction costs for bioengineered bank protection vary
considerably, but as a general rule, they are at least as expensive as
traditional riprap bank protection. Increased design costs,
unfamiliarity of contractors with bioengineering techniques and the
high cost of some geotextiles are the main factors increasing
bioengineering costs.

5.5 Fish Habitat Enhancement

Whil e the focus of this project has been on channel and bank stability and
riparian corridor issues, we identified a number of fish habitat
enhancement projects during the field assessment and background review.
A list ofpotential sites is presented in Table 10 and Figure 11. The list
should be considered extremely preliminary and future assessment will be
needed to identify additional sites and devel op conceptual enhancement
plans . Landowners and agencies responsible for land management have
not reviewed the proposed work.

Table 10. Potential fish habitat enhancement projects in the Stoney
Creek watershed. 5.6 Monitoring Activities

• Sustainable Ecosystem Management in Clayoquot Sound (Scientific
Panel for Sustainable Forest Practices in Clayoquot Sound, 1995).

5.6.1 Establishment of Channel Cross-Section Reference Sites

Changes in channel width, depth, substrate, and geometry can be used to
monitor the impacts of urban development on stream channel morphology.
We recommend six to ten sites be established where cross-sectional
surveys are undertaken annually, in combination with detailed
characterization of streambed substrates and photo -documentation.

Reference sites for cross-section surveys should be established in relatively
straight stream segments with good access and well-defined stream
features (e.g., clear floodplain benches, banks and gravel bars). Permanent
benchmarks delineating the beginning and end of the cross-section must be
established using a wooden or metal pole driven into the ground. This
allows for surveys to be repeated in the same site every year. The survey
will require a surveyor's level, rod and tape as a minimum. More detailed
information on surveying techniques and the purpose and uses of cross
sectional reference sites is available in Stream Channel Reference Sites: An
Illustrated Guide to Field Techniques (Harrelson et al. , 1994).

5.6.2 Photo-Documentation

~Reach'? ',
",:' ,.,
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Reach 1 No modifications required; healthy fish habitat; potentia l
for LWD or weir additions

Reach 2 Development of large off-cha nnel pond on east floodplain
bench;

Incorporate failed compe nsation feature into off-channel
pond;

Addition of stable LWD into channel?

Reach 3 Addition of stabl e LWD into stream segments affected by
utility corridor;

Potential creation of off-channel alcove pond of floodplain
bench?

Reach 4 Creati on of off-channel pond or sidechannel on west
bank adjacent to Sites 4d and T2a; possible pond
creation site on east s ide (south of Site 4e) incorporating
incised tributary

Reach 5 Creation of flood ben ch / high water refuge habitat on
B.C. Hydro / ga s utility corridor.

Installation of additional Newbury weirs to improve
channel structure and pool development
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Monitoring is the repetition of measurements over time to quantify
short- or long-term change. In the context of this study, we recommend
a monitoring program be developed to document changes to channel
stability (physical attributes) and the ecological health (biological
attributes) of Stoney Creek. A key component of any monitoring
program will be the regular collation and distribution of results to
individuals or organizations with an interest or responsibility for
managing the Stoney Creek watershed.

The following sections provide details on several types of monitoring.
A more complete monitoring plan that delegates tasks and specifies
reporting requirements should be developed by the SCEC, City of
Burnaby, GVRD and other groups. A description of these and other
monitoring techniques is available in the following publications:

• A Citizen's Guide to Understanding and Monitoring Lakes and
Streams (Michaud, 1991);

• Strearnkeepers Handbook: a practical guide to stream and wetland care
(DFOIMELP, 1995);

• Stream Channel Reference Sites: An lllustrated Guide to Field
Techniques (Harrelson, et al. 1994);

• Annotated Bibliography of Environmental Indicators (Claytor and
Ohrel (US-EPA), 1995) ; and,

Permanent photo-documentation points should be located in at least one
representative site in each reach, as well as near sites of active or
potential channel and bank instability. Sites should be marked with a
numbered tag attached to a wooden or metal post and their location
described clearly in text form and using a site map. Reference
measurements to prominent trees or other points may be required.
Photographs should be taken with a trip od mounted 35 mm camera using
a 35 mm or 50 mm (35 mm is preferred; same lens size should be used
throughout the program). Slides should be taken rather than prints for
easier storage and less long-term deterioration. The direction of
photographs should be clearly noted and photographs should be taken
during bright overcast weather. Monitoring photographs should be
taken a minimum of once per year during late October and early
November when leaf-fall allows channel banks to be more visible.

Air photos should also be acquired when available to asses s land use
change in the watershed.

5.6.3 Macroinvertebrate Diversity and Abundance

The benthic macroinvertebrate (streambed insects) community provides a
measure of the overall "health" ofthe stream, and is used by an increasing
number of organizations as a monitoring tool. Macroinvertebrates may
provide more accurate measure of stream's ecological health than periodic
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Bioengineering Recommendations

• The SCEC should implement one or two bioengineering projects in
an accessible, high profile in Stoney Creek Park to demonstrate the
effectiveness of bioengineering techniques. These projects can serve
as templates for future projects and can be used to demonstrate to
potential funding agencies the abilities of the SCEC. Sites 4c and 4d
are recommended as suitable sites because of their proximity to
recreational trails , public ownership, low bank height and potential
for fish habitat enhancement.

• Source areas for willow cuttings should be identified on the B.C
Hydro right-of-way adjacent to Reaches 3 and 4. In addition, a
nursery area should be established to propagate, grow or store plant
materials for bioengineering and riparian restoration projects.

• Bioengineering demonstration projects should be intensively
monitored to ensure effectiveness and the results widely
disseminated to educate local residents, municipal staff and other
stewardship groups on the effectiveness ofbioengineering.

Riparian Restoration

In developing riparian restoration projects it is always important to
remember that riparian forest is cheaper to protect than it is to restore.
That being said, we also recommend that:

• The SCEC should focus on riparian.restoration and management
actions that improve the overall health of the riparian corridor,
including fish, wildlife and plant communities. Similar to the
recommendations on bioengineering, demonstration projects should
be implementedinitially to educate volunteers and partners of the
SCEC in riparian restoration methods.

water quality testing which often fails to capture chronic toxic eve.nts,
"first-flush" stormwater, and peaks of high temperature and low dissolved
oxygen. The SCEC currently conducts some macroinvertebrate sampling
in the watershed and the following recommendations are rntended to
compliment or refine this existing work.

We recommend the stream monitoring protocols (Salmon Web program)
developed by the Jim Karr for the Puget Sound Lowlands , be used to
monitor biological integrity. This method uses a 500 u Surber sampler to
capture organisms in a 30 em by 30 cm patch of substrate within a riffle.
Three replicates are taken per site and sites are monitored once per year
during late summer / early fall low flows. Specific information on the
SalmonWeb monitoring methods, quality control, data analysis and
equipment is available at http ://www.cgs .washington.~du/s~lmonweb/.

Because considerable expertise is needed to accurately identify
invertebrates and interpret the results of species composition and relative
abundance, we recommend that sample identification be undertaken by
professional taxonomists.

Recommended sampling sites for initial macroinvertebrate sampling
include: i) downstream end ofReach 1; ii) upstream end ofReach 2 (b~low

Lougheed Highway and Tributary 2); iii) downstream .end ofRe~h 4; iv)
downstream end ofReach 7; v) downstream end of Tnbutary 1; vi)
downstream end of Tributary 2; and vii) downstream end of Tributary 3.
Sampling sites should be re-evaluated after the first sampling period and
reduced if practical .

5.6.4 Fish Diversity and Abundance

Fish populations are also indicators of the ecological health of the stream
(seeKarr, 1981; Claytor and Ohrel, 1995) and, ifmon~tored over tim~, of
the success of specific restoration or enhancement projects. A samplmg
program should determine fish presence and abundance (i.e., ?ensity) at
representative sites in the lower watershed. Ideally,.control slte~ should
also be established away from active restoration projects to provide
information for comparison. Fish sampling techniques include
electrofishing, pole seining, and minnow trapping although high densio/
minnow trapping (20 traps per site at 5 m intervals for a 24 hour soak TIme)
is recommended as the most appropriate sampling method for volunteer
organisations . Trapping should be repeated at the same sites and during
the same season to document changes over time.

5.7 Summary of Recommendations

Based on this assessment, we recommend that rehabilitation and
restoration plarming focus on the following issues (not in order of
priority).

•

•

•

The SCEC should work with the City ofBurnaby, GVRD, B.C
Hydro and private landowners to refine, fund and implement
additional bioengineering projects.

Geotechnical assessment of Sites T4a, 4a, 7a, T3a and T3b should be
undertaken by a qualified geotechnical professional (not the
responsibility of the SCEC). Similarly, feasibility assessments
should be conducted for Reach 6 and T3.

Establishment of trees and shrubs in unvegetated areas, conifer
underplanting and reducing impacts associated with recreation trails
should be the primary focus of riparian restoration activities.
Invasive species management and improving the structural
complexity of the riparian corridor are considered secondary.

• The SCEC should work with B.C Hydro, GVRD and other utilities
to improve streamside tree cover along shrub-dominated utility
right-of-ways. This may include planting of small trees such as vine
maple, cascara, Scouler 's willow, Sitka willow, Hooker's willow,
and bitter cherry within 5 m of the channel margin, or modifying
maintenance activities to increase tree cover. B.C Hydro should
also evaluate the potential for placing LWD in Reaches 3 and 4 to
off-set the reduced rate ofLWD recruitment.

Fish Habitat Enhancement and Restoration Recommendations

• Fish habitat features should be incorporated into bioengineering
projects. In particular the use of large western redcedar rootwads as
a component of toe protection should be used to diversify bank
habitat. Bioengineering projects should be combined with the
development of adjacent off-charmel ponds or instream complexing
because of cost savings and reduced site disturbance (e.g., work
undertaken in one year rather than two) .

• The creation of off-charmel ponds, wetlands and sidecharmels should
be the focus of large-scale fish habitat enhancement in the Stoney
Creek watershed. Off-charmel habitat is effective for increasing
coho production, without affecting stream flows or flood risk like
some types of instream work. Potential sites for off-charmel habitat
creation are found along the Reaches 2, 4 and 6. Ideally, these sites
would function both as summer and winter rearing habitat. Complex
cover including large logs, rootwads, and overhanging vegetation, as
well as adequate water depth are essential components of off
charmel habitat. Where groundwater flow is inadequate for summer
rearing, secondary water sources including diversion pipes from the
mainstem, wells or infiltration galleries should be developed.

• Reach 6 and the downstream end of Tributary 3 are unstable
charmels with poor fish habitat (e.g., lack ofpools , charmel
instability, etc.). Fish habitat features should be incorporated into
the design of a stable charmel in these areas . This may include pool
riffle sequences, large logs, boulders, spawning gravels, alcove
ponds, overhanging bank structures, meanders and floodplain
benches. Newbury weirs should be used to both stabilize the
charmel and improve fish habitat through pool development.

• Where appropriate, Newbury or vortex weirs and/or stable logs
should be added to Stoney Creek to increase structural complexity.
Log placement, sizing and anchouring must be done by experienced
professionals to lessen risk of dislodgement or charmel erosion.

• The lower Reach of Tributary I has the highest restoration potential
in the productive lower watershed. If the rail line is removed or
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decommissioned and the land is acquired for park, we recommend
Tributary 1 be comprehensively restored including channel
restructuring/restoration, planting of a forested riparian corridor and
development of off-channel ponds or wetlands . Recreational
connections should be incorporated into the restoration plan.

• The SCEC should develop a database and map of recommended
habitat enhancement and restoration projects in the watershed. This
could serve as a resource for future work by the SCEC, as well as
would allow the SCEC to direct consultants, developers and other
parties to appropriate compensation opportunities. No fee should be
charged for the use of the information by other organizations, but the
SCEC should retain rights to review compensation plans and be
acknowledged for their involvement and expertise.

General Recommendations

• The SCEC should develop a monitoring program to assess long-term
changes to the stream channel and biological integrity of Stoney
Creek. This should include establishment of stream channel cross
section reference sites, permanent photo-documentation points and
macroinvertebrate sampling as the core monitoring methods, and fish
sampling as a secondary method. Biological integrity assessment
should follow the protocols of the Salmon Web program.

• The SCEC should continue to work with City of Burnaby, City of
Coquitlam, City of Port Moody, GVRD, Simon Fraser University and
other organizations to implement the recommendations of the
Integrated Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney Creek
Watershed. In particular, the proposed development ofBurnaby
Mountain should be designed to prevent peak flow increases in
Tributary 3 and Stoney Creek.

• When demonstration bioengineering projects have been completed, the
SCEC should promote the use ofbioengineering in the Lower
Mainland by informing other stewardship groups of successful
bioengineering projects in the Stoney Creek watershed.

The SCEC should develop a bioengineering workbook to educate
volunteers, consultants and governments about bioengineering
techniques. Similarly, the SCEC should organize a workshop to train
volunteers on bioengineering methods such as livestaking and willow
wattles.
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